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Abstract
This thesis explores the use of plasmonic nanovoids for enhancing the effi-
ciency of thin-film solar cells. Devices are fabricated inside plasmonically-
resonant nanostructures, demonstrating a new class of plasmonic photo-
voltaics. Novel cell geometries are developed for both organic and amor-
phous silicon solar cell materials. An external-quantum efficiency rig was
set up to allow simultaneous microscope access and micrometer-precision
probe-tip control for optoelectronic characterisation of photovoltaic de-
vices. An experimental setup for angle-resolved reflectance was extended
to allow broadband illumination from 380 - 1500 nm across incident an-
gles 0 - 70◦ giving detailed access to the energy-momentum dispersion of
optical modes within nanostructured materials.
A four-fold enhancement of overall power conversion efficiency is ob-
served in organic nanovoid solar cells compared to flat solar cells. The
efficiency enhancement is shown to be primarily due to strong localised
plasmon resonances of the nanovoid geometry, with close agreement ob-
served between experiment and theoretical simulations. Ultrathin amor-
phous silicon solar cells are fabricated on both nanovoids and randomly
textured silver substrates. Angle-resolved reflectance and computational
simulations highlight the importance of the spacer layer separating the
absorbing and plasmonic materials. A 20 % enhancement of cell effi-
ciency is observed for nanovoid solar cells compared to flat, but with
careful optimisation of the spacer layer, randomly textured silver allows
for an even greater enhancement of up to 50 % by controlling the cou-
pling to optical modes within the device.
The differences between plasmonic enhancement for organic and
amorphous silicon solar cells are discussed and the balance of surface
plasmon absorption between a semiconductor and a metal is analyti-
cally derived for a broad range of solar cell materials, yielding clear
design principles for plasmonic enhancement. These principles are used
to outline future directions of research for plasmonic photovoltaics.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation and context
The average reader of this thesis will use 10 kilowatt-hours (kWh) of elec-
tricity today, part of approximately 195 kWh of primary energy used if you
include transport, heating and food production1 [1]. The number of people
in the world at the time of writing this thesis is 6.8 billion, of which about
20 % (1.3 billion) don’t have access to electricity at all [2, 3]. The demand
for electricity is expected to increase in both the developed and developing
world and to accommodate this the total production of electricity must also
increase. This is a significant technological challenge, but it is not only the
total amount that matters but how the electricity is produced.
The world’s electricity
Approximately 65% of the world’s electricity is generated by burning fos-
silised hydrocarbons (Fig. 1.1) [4]. A chemical byproduct of this is carbon
dioxide (CO2), which contributes to climate change via the greenhouse ef-
fect. There are a number of steps the world can take to address the challenge
of CO2-induced climate change in addition to the concurrent challenges of
sustainable development, resource scarcity and environmental stewardship.
One technological step is to consider supplementing our current electricity
1Assuming the reader is warm, well fed and in a country as developed as the UK.
The average American uses 250 kWh per day, the average European 125 kWh. Regarding
units, this thesis uses SI unless stated otherwise. The kWh is presented as the unit of
electricity consumption however, because it is the amount we pay approximately 13p for
on our electricity bill.
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Figure 1.1: World electricity generation by source of energy. ‘Other’ includes
wind, solar, geothermal and biofuels. From the OECD i-library [4].
production with alternative methods that do not require the mining and
burning of fossilised hydrocarbons. Within this there are a wide range of
options including wind, hydro, tidal, geothermal, nuclear and solar, and each
are expected to form a part of the energy future [5].
The key metric and figure of merit for an electricity-generation technology
is its cost, most often calculated as the levelised cost of electricity (LCOE).
This is the cost of generating electricity calculated at the point of connection
to the grid, and whilst dependent on social and political factors [6, 7], it serves
as an initial measure of the present economic viability of each technology.
The levelised costs of electricity predicted for electricity plants entering
service in the USA in 2016 are represented in Table 1.1. All of these tech-
nologies, with the exception of solar photovoltaics (PV), generate electricity
by turning magnets inside conducting coils, which leads to the remarkable
consideration that 99 % of the world’s electricity arises from the understand-
ing and application of Faraday’s Law of Induction: ∇ × E = −∂B
∂t
. It is a
robust, well-understood technology that has had steady, though incremen-
tal, increases in rotation-to-electricity conversion efficiencies through careful
3
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Plant type LCOE (c/kWh)
Gas 6.6
Hydro 8.6
Coal 9.5
Wind - Onshore 9.7
Geothermal 10.2
Biomass 11.3
Nuclear 11.4
Coal with CCS 13.6
Solar PV 21.1
Wind - Offshore 24.3
Solar Thermal 31.2
Table 1.1: Estimated levelised cost of electricity (LCOE) for plants entering
service in 2016. From the US Department of Energy [8].
engineering design for well over a century.
Photovoltaics
The only major generation technique that is not an application of Faraday’s
Law is photovoltaics, which instead directly converts light into electricity via
photovoltaic cells. It is a younger technology with significant scope for im-
provement in energy-conversion efficiency through basic scientific research.
The current world record efficiency for a solar cell converting sunlight to
electricity at the earth’s surface is 42 % [9] and is much lower than the theo-
retical limit of 85 % [10], discussed further in Chapter 2. Understanding the
physical processes of light-matter interactions within solar cells provides an
opportunity to significantly raise the position of solar photovoltaics’ LCOE
in Table 1.1.
Solar cells have the additional property of being both portable and capa-
ble of providing decentralised electricity in remote areas. This is currently
allowing the transformation of remote communities in the Australian out-
back and across the developing world by providing access to communication,
distance learning and the powerful social and political consequences of the
information revolution [11].
To research light-matter interactions that are capable of aiding sustain-
able development, helping increase access to electricity for the 1.3 billion
4
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people in the world currently without it, and doing so in a manner that
contributes minimally to climate change - whilst still being an area of rich,
colourful and exciting physics - is the motivation for this PhD.
1.2 Plasmonic photovoltaics
Thin solar cells are promising candidates for reducing the cost and increasing
the efficiency of solar energy. Thin films use less semiconductor material
(often costly and/or rare), have higher manufacturing throughputs and offer
electrical advantages due to increased fields within the device. Shorter cell
thicknesses also demand less of the electrical properties of the semiconductor
material, allowing the use of novel materials as absorbing layers.
Opposing the shift towards thin cells is the necessity of large optical thick-
nesses to efficiently harvest the full solar spectrum. As cell thicknesses reduce
from the micron length scale (used for crystalline silicon), towards the range
of tens to hundreds of nanometres (typical for thin-film devices), light can
no longer be approximated in the ray-optics regime and must be considered
as a wave. In this regime, traditional absorption enhancement techniques
such as anti-reflective coatings and surface texturing are no longer effective:
dielectric materials with thicknesses less than the wavelength of light instead
contribute to an effective refractive index.
One mechanism for coupling light into thin layers is the use of plasmonics.
By careful design of coinage metals (Ag, Au, Cu), structures can be fabricated
with high scattering cross-sections and strong near-field localisations of light
through the excitation of plasmonic resonances.
A plasmon is defined as a quantum of collective charge excitation in an
electron gas [12, 13]. More intuitively, they are a way in which free elec-
trons in a metal respond to incident light, oscillating against a backdrop of
fixed positive ions. Plasmons can be excited in the volume of a conductor
(volume plasmons), on the surface between a conductor and a dielectric ma-
terial (surface plasmons), or locally across metallic nanostructures (localised
plasmons).
Following the initial work of Stuart and Hall [14], the main research effort
in plasmonic photovoltaics has investigated the plasmonic scattering reso-
nances of metal nanoparticles to increase light absorption in thin solar cells
5
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[15, 16].
Recently it has been shown that similar resonances occur in metallic voids ;
just as metallic nanoparticles surrounded by a dielectric experience plasmonic
interaction with incident light, so too do dielectric ‘inverse’ particles in metal-
lic media: metal nanovoids [17–19]. Substrates of such metallic nanovoids
have recently been harnessed for use in surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy
(SERS) [18–22]. This thesis investigates the application of metallic nanovoids
for enhancing solar cell efficiency (Fig. 1.2).
flat nanovoids
thin film 
PV layers
Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of solar cells fabricated on plasmonic
nanovoids. Individual void diameters are typically 100 - 1000 nm.
Plasmonic substrates have similar advantages to plasmonic-particles for
enhancing solar cells but are additionally able to act as the cell bottom
contact. This feature is especially useful in allowing enhanced absorption to
occur in close proximity to the region of charge-carrier extraction.
We first investigate organic solar cells fabricated on nanovoids, showing a
four-fold enhancement in efficiency compared to flat cells. Theoretical mod-
elling enables identification of localised plasmon resonances and suggests a
possible route towards third generation plasmonic photovoltaics. We next
demonstrate a 20 % enhancement of efficiency for amorphous silicon solar
cells in nanovoids compared to flat, but find that with careful optimisation of
the spacer layer, randomly textured silver allows for an even greater enhance-
ment of up to 50 %. We examine the differences between the two substrates
and investigate the dependence of plasmonic near-field enhancement on semi-
conductor material, curvature and the spacer layer. From this research we
demonstrate clear design principles for plasmonic-enhanced photovoltaics.
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1.3 Thesis layout
Chapter 2 presents an introduction to the background theory of plasmonics
(Section 2.1) and photovoltaics (Section 2.2), with a summary of relevant
length scales in Section 2.3.1. Chapter 3 reviews the literature of plasmonic
photovoltaics in two subsections, 3.1 and 3.2, reviewing particle plasmonic
and surface plasmonic photovoltaics respectively.
Chapter 4 presents the experimental techniques of nanovoid and solar
cell fabrication and discusses the factors involved in plasmonic PV design.
Chapter 5 outlines the optical and electronic characterisation techniques with
which we measure photovoltaic performance alongside methods of theoret-
ical simulation. Chapter 6 presents plasmon-enhanced organic solar cells
fabricated on nanovoids. Chapter 7 presents plasmon-enhanced amorphous
silicon solar cells fabricated on nanovoids and randomly textured glass and
discusses the mechanisms for coupling to optical modes within each device.
Chapter 8 analytically derives the balance of absorption between a metal and
a semiconductor with a surface plasmon excited at the interface and discusses
this ratio for a wide range of photovoltaic materials. The thesis concludes
with a discussion of practical design principles for plasmonic-enhanced pho-
tovoltaics, and outlines future directions of research.
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Background theory
This chapter reviews the background theory relevant to this project. Section
2.1 reviews the theoretical description of plasmons, starting with Maxwell’s
equations and continuing to the derivation of the surface plasmon disper-
sion relation. The section concludes with a review of localised plasmons
in particles and voids and an introduction to the theoretical modelling of
nanostructured surfaces.
Section 2.2 reviews the physics of photovoltaics, including an outline of
band-gap diagrams, the solar cell equation and a discussion of charge trans-
port in semiconductor materials. Section 2.3 summarises plasmonic photo-
voltaics and the physics related to relevant length scales, optical interactions
in thin films and material absorption considerations.
2.1 Plasmonics
Plasmonics is a wave-optics phenomenon arising from the structuring of
metal on the nanoscale, and it is precisely for this reason that plasmonic
light-trapping can be achieved in thin solar cells. For solar cells with sub-
wavelength thicknesses, traditional light trapping mechanisms based on the
ray-optics picture of light are ineffective. With the inclusion of plasmonic
structures, light may be both concentrated in the near-field or scattered to a
broad range of optical modes in thin films. This section briefly reviews the
initial theoretical description of plasmons.
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2.1.1 Overview
Plasmonic phenomena have been witnessed since at least the 4th century
AD when stained glass such as the Lycurgus cup was found to display the
plasmonic properties of gold and silver nanoparticles - showing green in re-
flection, but red in transmission. This technique of colouring glass was used
throughout Europe in later centuries, including for the original glass windows
of the Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris (Fig. 2.1) [23].
Figure 2.1: Gothic rose window of Notre-Dame cathedral in Paris. The orig-
inal windows of the cathedral contained red and green glasses, coloured by the
plasmonic properties of silver and gold nanoparticles. Figure from [23].
In a scientific context, plasmonic behaviour was first identified from the
anomalous diffraction of light from a grating by Wood in 1935 [24]. The initial
theoretical understanding of plasmonics is attributed to the work of Mie [25]
and Ritchie [26] through the 20th century. A plasmon is a quantum of coupled
excitation between free electrons in a metal and an incident electric field. A
more intuitive description is that of a coupled resonance of electrons to light;
a way in which conduction electrons in a metal respond to incident light by
oscillating against the background of fixed positive metallic ions. Detailed
analysis of the present theory of plasmonics can be found in references [27]
and [28] and in the texts by Raether [29] and Maier [12].
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2.1.2 Electromagnetics of metals
The optics of plasmonic interactions within metals is understood through the
framework of classical electromagnetism, that of Maxwell’s equations:
∇ ·D = ρext (2.1)
∇ ·B = 0 (2.2)
∇× E = −∂B
∂t
(2.3)
∇×H = Jext + ∂D
∂t
(2.4)
Here charge and current densities are distinguished between external
(ρext,Jext) and internal (ρ,J) so that ρtot = ρext+ρ and Jtot = Jext+J. These
are the macroscopic Maxwell equations and are further linked through:
D = 0E + P (2.5)
H =
1
µ0
B−M (2.6)
Where P and M are the polarisation and magnetisation of the material
respectively. In linear, isotropic and nonmagnetic materials, those which this
work mainly considers, the following relationships are defined:
D = 0˜rE (2.7)
B = µ0µ˜rH (2.8)
Here r and µr are the relative dielectric and permeability functions of
the material, with µr = 1 for nonmagnetic materials.
Combining equations 2.3 and 2.4 with recognition of the Fourier trans-
forms: ∇ → ik, ∂
∂t
→ −iω, with wavevector k, and frequency ω, and as-
suming an homogenous medium with no external stimuli (ρext,Jext = 0), we
arrive at the fundamental expression between the relative dielectric function
˜r and conductivity [30]:
˜r = 1 +
iσ˜
0ω
(2.9)
The dielectric function and conductivity are in general both complex:
˜r = 1 + i2 and σ˜ = σ1 + iσ2. The index of refraction n˜ is defined n˜ =
√
˜r,
10
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and is also separated into its real and imaginary parts: n˜ = n + iκ. These
are related to the dielectric function by:
1 = n
2 − κ2 (2.10)
2 = 2nκ (2.11)
The experimental quantity that can be directly measured for the dielectric
function is the absorption coefficient (α): the rate at which light intensity
decays as it passes through a material.
α =
2ω
c
κ (2.12)
2.1.3 The Drude model
The dielectric function (˜r) expresses the defining optical features of a ma-
terial. The plasma model of a metal, the basis of the Drude model, is that
of a sea of electrons moving against a background of positive ion cores. In
general, ˜r is a function of both wavevector and frequency, however we as-
sume the characteristic dimensions of the material are much smaller than
the wavelengths of incident light, and neglect the wavevector dependance.
We then consider the oscillatory response of the electron gas to an incident
electromagnetic wave E(t) = E0e
−iωt with frequency ω.
The response can be understood through classical mechanics. The equa-
tion of motion in one dimension is written for an electron in an external
electric field:
m∗x¨ +m∗γx˙ = −eE (2.13)
Here m∗ is an approximation of the effective mass of each electron incor-
porating the effects of the lattice potential and electron-electron interactions
alongside γ the characteristic damping term. Considering a harmonic in-
cident electric field E0e
−iωt with frequency ω, and assuming an oscillatory
electron response x0e
−iωt, we can write: x = − e
m∗(ω2+iγω)E. Combining
Equations 2.7 and 2.5 for a linear medium, and with P = −neex, where ne
is the electron density, we arrive at the following expression of the dielectric
function [12]:
˜r = 1−
ω2p
ω2 + iγω
(2.14)
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This is the central result for the dielectric function of the Drude Model.
The plasma frequency ωp is defined ωp
2 ≡ nee2
m∗0
; it represents the resonant fre-
quency of the nearly free electron gas in a metal under an incident oscillating
electromagnetic field.
The real and complex parts of Equation 2.14 can be identified via re-
flectivity and absorption studies of a real metal, and the real and imaginary
parts of the dielectric constants are presented in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Graphs of the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric function ˜m
and refractive index n˜m versus frequency, for a Drude model metal. Typical values
for fit constants are ωp∼1015 Hz and γ∼1014 Hz.
The Drude free-electron model provides an excellent basis for understand-
ing the optical response of electrons in a metal. It fails, however, at the onset
of interband electron transitions of metals that occur as frequency increases.
Figure 2.3 presents a comparison of the Drude model theory versus experi-
mental data of the real and imaginary dielectric functions of gold.
Discrepancies between theory and experiment in Figure 2.3 can be ad-
dressed by including an additional bound-electron term in Equation 2.13 [12].
With an understanding of the dielectric function we can examine the physics
of light and electron interactions at the surface between a dielectric and a
metal.
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Figure 2.3: The imaginary parts of the dielectric function (2) of gold (a) and
silver (b) compared with Drude-model fits. The onset of interband transitions can
be observed at 2.5 eV for gold and 4 eV for silver. Dots are experimental values
from Palik [31].
2.1.4 Surface plasmon polaritons
Applying Maxwell’s Equations to the surface between a dielectric and a metal
leads to interesting phenomena. For a non-absorbing dielectric with real di-
electric constant d > 0 and an adjacent conducting metal with Re(˜m) < 0,
we arrive at two sets of solutions for waves propagating along the interface:
those for transverse magnetic (TM) and transverse electric (TE) polarisa-
tions. Applying boundary conditions at the surface shows that surface-bound
modes exist only for TM polarisations of the incident electromagnetic wave
with the following conditions [12]:
∂2Hy
∂z2
+
(
ω2
c2
˜− k˜2x
)
Hy = 0 (2.15)
Ex = −i 1
ω0˜
∂Hy
∂z
Ez = i
k˜x
ω0˜
Hy
Here ω is the angular frequency of incident light in vacuum and k˜x the
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wave vector of the propagating wave in the x direction:
Figure 2.4: Geometry for surface plasmon polariton propagation at the interface
between a metal and dielectric.
Continuity of B at the interface yields
k˜z,d
k˜z,m
= − ˜d
˜m
, and we arrive at
the dispersion relation for a transverse magnetic electromagnetic wave with
wavevector k˜x,spp propagating along the surface of the metal/dielectric inter-
face [29].
k˜x,spp =
ω
c
√
˜m˜d
˜m + ˜d
(2.16)
Plotting frequency versus the real part of k˜x (Fig. 2.5), shows two salient
features of the coupled electromagnetic wave at the interface, named the
surface plasmon polariton SPP (Surface Plasmon Polariton) . The first
feature is that the real part of k˜spp lies to the right of the light line. That
is, the momentum of the coupled surface plasmon polariton (~kspp) is always
greater than the momentum of a free photon (~k0) travelling parallel to the
flat surface with the same frequency ω.
The second feature to note is the asymptotic behaviour of Re(k˜spp) for
large in-plane wave vector k. As k increases, Re(k˜spp) tends to a value of
ωp√
1+d
. In this limit, dω
dk
tends to zero, and the surface plasmon polariton
becomes electrostatic in nature. Approaching this limit, the SPP is now
referred to simply as a surface plasmon. The surface plasmon frequency is
then ωp√
1+d
, known as the Ritchie frequency [27].
A physical analogy of surface plasmon polaritons can be thought of as a
lattice of charged particles connected with springs. Upon oscillatory driving,
a response of the particles is induced with a collective natural resonance.
As the charged particles oscillate at their natural frequency they set up a
standing wave of electromagnetic field (Fig. 2.6).
We can see how surface plasmons are ‘tethered’ to the interface of the
dielectric and metal with intensity of the SPP field amplitude decreasing as
14
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Figure 2.5: Graph of the dispersion relation found by taking the real part of
Equation 2.16. The metal dielectric function is the Drude model approximation
for silver, and the diagonal line is the dispersion line for light with gradient c.
Figure 2.6: a) Schematic diagram of a surface plasmon coupled at the interface of
a metal and a dielectric, from Barnes 2003 [32]. b) Length scales for the exponential
decay of the plasmonic field into both the metal and dielectric.
e−|kz,i||z|. The natural decay lengths are hence δi = 1|kz,i| for both the dielectric
and metal, and are given by the following expressions [29]:
δd =
λ
2pi
(
Re[m] + d
d2
) 1
2
(2.17)
δm =
λ
2pi
(
Re[m] + d
(Re[m])2
) 1
2
For incident light at λ = 600 nm on a silver/air interface δair = 390 nm
and δAg = 24 nm, [29], for gold: δair = 280 nm and δAu = 31 nm. Surface
plasmons also decay in-plane along the interface between the dielectric and
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metal. The intensity decreases as e−2Im[kx]x, with decay length L = 1
Im[kx]
. At
600 nm the propagation length is 10µm at a gold/air interface and 100µm
for silver and air.
These length scales and their implications for plasmonic photovoltaics are
further discussed in Section 2.3.1.
2.1.5 Localised surface plasmons
The plasmons depicted in Figure 2.6 are surface plasmons occuring on a flat
semi-infinite metal surface. Now consider curving the metal surface into a
closed particle with size on the order of the wavelength of the incident light.
Since the resulting circumference is much less than the propagation length,
surface plasmon polaritons excited on the surface interact with themselves
to create distinct resonant modes. The simplest modes to theoretically con-
sider are those for spherical particles. The full treatment is given by Mie
theory which analyses the different eigenmodes of the electromagnetic field
and expands them into their spherical harmonic contributions [25]. For par-
ticles with diameter much less than the wavelength of light, the phase of the
incident wave can be modelled as constant over the nanosphere, leading to
stationary resonant modes of polarisation. In this limit they are known as lo-
calised surface plasmon polaritons, and can be described with a point-dipole
model. Using this model Bohren and Huffman [33] calculate the scattering
and absorption cross sections of metal nanoparticles to be:
Cscat =
1
6pi
(
2pi
λ
)4
|α|2 , Cabs = 2pi
λ
Im[α] (2.18)
Here, α is the polarisability of the particle and is given in the quasi-static
limit by:
α = 3V
[
p − d
p + 2d
]
(2.19)
V is the volume of the particle, p is the real part of the dielectric function
of the particle and d the dielectric function of the surrounding medium; this
approximation is valid for particles with diameter d << λ. From equation
(2.19) we can observe what is known as the surface plasmon resonance or
Fro¨lich condition; when p approaches −2d, the polarisability becomes very
large, in turn leading to large scattering and absorption cross sections. For a
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spherical silver particle with diameter 100 nm the ratio of albedo: Cscat
Cabs+Cscat
is
approximately 0.9 at visible wavelengths [16]. As an aside, dielectric nanopar-
ticles have similarly high albedo and have found use in a wide range of light
scattering applications, from solar cells to paints and sunscreens. Whilst still
of active research interest, their scattering cross-sections are typically one to
two orders of magnitude lower than plasmonic nanoparticles.
The plasmonic resonances of metal nanoparticles are currently being har-
nessed for application to solar cells - they are regularly deposited on solar
cell surfaces to enhance absorption within the underlying material, further
discussed in Section 3.1.
A similar approach to that of Mie can be applied to nano-voids. By
making the substitution p ↔ d, the theoretical predicition of plasmonic
resonances in spherical nanovoids can be made. In general, the Mie reso-
nances of voids correspond to particle resonances of smaller diameter due to
the field profile of voids being located more in the void than in the metal.
Figure 2.7: a) Boundary-element method simulation of a spherical silver nanopar-
ticle of 100 nm radius. A factor of five enhancement of the |E|2 intensity is found
near the surface of the particles. b) Calculated Mie theory of the (l,m)=(1,1)
resonance of a sphere of air in a gold medium, from[20].
Analytical solutions can be found for particles and voids of regular shape.
Beyond these few geometrically tractable solutions, computer modelling is
employed to obtain an understanding of plasmonic resonant modes. The-
oretical modelling is further discussed in Chapter 5, but we include here a
graphical representation of field enhancements for a nanoparticle (Fig. 2.7a)
and spherical metal void (Fig. 2.7b).
Just as plasmon resonances occur for non-spherical particles, they simi-
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larly occur for non-spherical voids. In 2001 Coyle et al. demonstrated a tech-
nique for fabricating patterned gold surfaces with near-spherical nanovoid
metallic cavities [18]. These cavities can be made with different diameters
and scalable heights to create nano dimples, cups and cavities that exhibit
strong plasmonic resonances.
A musical analogy of nanovoid plasmons can be found in Buddhist singing
bowls (Fig. 2.8). Used by monks in the mountains of Nepal and Tibet as
an aid to meditation, singing bowls resonate a beautiful musical tone when
circularly driven by a wooden rod1. This resonance is purely mechanical,
but a similar effect is found with light for structures approximately 100,000
times smaller - localised plasmons in nanovoids.
Figure 2.8: A Buddhist singing bowl as a musical analogy of nanovoid plasmonic
resonance1.
Nanovoids can be made in a controlled, reproducible fashion [34] and have
shown remarkable coupling to plasmon resonances [19, 20, 22]. Plasmonic
responses of these and other cavity structures have been studied extensively
within our group; reviews of the work in spherical voids can be found in Kelf
et al. (2006) [20] and Cole et al. (2007) [22].
Techniques for fabricating nanovoid structures are discussed further in
Chapter 4 and the analysis of plasmon modes is outlined in Chapter 5. Here
we introduce plasmonic mode mixing.
In Figure 2.10 we see coupling to two different plasmon modes. In (a)
we observe delocalised, propagating surface plasmons referred to as ‘Bragg’
modes. Here the array of shallow nanovoids act as a 2D grating which pro-
vides the additional momentum nG for incident light to couple to propagat-
ing surface plasmon modes, with n an integer and G = 2pi
a
with a the period
of the grating. Hence light at incident angle θin can couple to the surface
1A physical demonstration of a singing bowl can be seen at
purl.org/nnl/singingbowlplasmons
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Figure 2.9: a) Schematic and b) scanning-electron microscope image of silver
nanovoids of 400 nm grown to ‘half-height’.
Figure 2.10: Angularly resolved reflectivity spectra of shallow spherical gold
dishes (height∼0) (a), and fully enclosed spherical voids (b), from [20]. t˜ refers
to the ratio of metal height to void diameter t/d. Reflectance is normalised to
flat gold, with blue indicating 0 % plasmon absorption, and white indicating 80 %
plasmon absorption. The black lines in (a) indicate theoretical dispersion lines for
Bragg scattering, those in (b) are theoretically calculated localised Mie plasmon
modes.
plasmon polariton with wavevector kspp = k0 sin(θin) + nG.
In Figure 2.10(b) the surface plasmon propagating around the nanovoid
structure sets up resonant localised plasmonic modes similar to the localised
modes for a metal particle surrounded by air. Using Mie theory and exchang-
ing the dielectric functions p ↔ d between the particle and surrounding
dielectric, we arrive at the localised plasmonic modes for fully encapsulated
metal nanovoids, shown by the black lines of Figure 2.10(b).
For real nanovoid structures with height between flat and fully enclosed,
plasmonic resonances are mixed between the Bragg and Mie modes of Figure
2.10, and with modes that occur on the rim. Mode mixing is further discussed
in references [20, 22, 35]. A graphical representation of plasmonic modes in
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non-encapsulated void structures can be seen in Figure 2.11 with larger than
10× field enhancements in distinct regions within the cavity.
Figure 2.11: Spatial intensity distributions of plasmonic electric field enhance-
ments at 3.3 eV (a) and 2.5 eV (b) in spherical silver nanovoids surrounded by
a non-absorbing dielectric. Nanovoid plasmonic solar cells are placed on top of
these silver structures, harnessing the electric field enhancements to increase light
absorption, charge separation and carrier extraction.
Nanovoid surfaces have found application in surface-enhanced Raman
spectroscopy (SERS) [21, 36] in which nano-scale field enhancements have
been channeled to molecules lying above the substrate to increase their Ra-
man scattering signal (of up to an order of 107). It is these field enhancements
of metallic nanovoids which this project investigates for application to thin-
film solar cells, finding strong enhancement of efficiency for both organic and
amorphous silicon solar cells. The project continued to explore both near-
field and scattering properties of various plasmonic substrates in addition
to the effect of varying spacer layer thicknesses within devices; the results
highlight key physical principles for optimal plasmonic photovoltaics.
20
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2.2 Photovoltaics
Background
The photovoltaic effect was discovered in 1839 by the French scientist Ed-
mond Becquerel who discovered that a platinum sheet covered in silver chlo-
ride generated electricity when light was shone upon it [37]. It took more than
a century from Becquerel’s discovery until the fabrication of the first commer-
cially viable solar cell in 1956 when Chapin, Fuller and Pearson demonstrated
a 6% efficient silicon solar cell with a p-n junction structure [38]. The cell
still forms the basis of modern photovoltaics - more than 80% of the solar
cell market today is dominated by silicon p-n diode devices. The industry
itself is growing exponentially with world wide solar cell production reaching
24 GW in 2010-11 (Fig. 2.12).
Figure 2.12: Growth of world wide solar cell production [39]. In 2010-11, cell
production was 24 GWp [40], a six-fold increase on 2007. For reference a standard
coal-fired power plant generates approximately 300 MW of power.
Solar cell physics is an area of rich scientific enquiry with novel materi-
als and device structures proposed regularly. Reviews of the steady growth
in the number of these materials and device designs can be found in refer-
ences [39, 41] and [42]. A detailed review of the future possible directions of
photovoltaics is provided in Martin Green’s book Third Generation Photo-
voltaics [45]. The different generations of photovoltaics refer to device struc-
ture and maximum limits of efficiency. First generation cells are those based
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on crystalline semiconductor structures, limited in efficiency to the Shockley-
Queisser limit of 31% under normal sunlight [46]. Second generation solar
cells are grouped as thin-film devices which can be produced for less cost
than first-generation solar cells. Organic and amorphous silicon solar cells
belong to this generation. Third generation solar cells are defined as those
that move away from the standard single p-n junction structure and instead
are limited only by the Carnot efficiency limit for solar energy conversion -
the ‘Mu¨ser’ engine limit at 85.4% [10]. Examples include multijunction-cells,
thermophotovoltaics, thermophotonics and hot-carrier solar cells [45].
The first applications of plasmonic-enhancement to solar cells have oc-
cured for first and second generation devices. Later in this thesis we propose
a possible mechanism of plasmonic wavelength-selective light-trapping for
third-generation devices (Chapter 8). Here we briefly examine the physics
behind solar cell operation, beginning first with the solar cell equation and
Fermi-level matching that is common to all solar cell devices and materials,
before discussing charge transport in different semiconductor materials.
2.2.1 Energy-level diagrams
The basis for solar cell operation is the connection of a semiconducting mate-
rial to another material (either conducting or semiconducting) with different
internal energy levels. Where the two materials connect, an electric field is
set up between them. When light of sufficient energy is absorbed by the
structure, charge-carriers are excited, separated due to the electric field and
transported to opposite contacts of the cell where they can be used in an ex-
ternal circuit. This description is true for all solar cell materials and designs,
though the electric field origin and nature of charge transport differs across
materials.
The physics is perhaps most intuitively seen for solar cells designed with
p and n-type inorganic crystalline semiconductors (Fig. 2.13). If we consider
bringing an n and p type semiconductor into contact (an artificial situation,
though it serves as a basis of understanding), majority carriers swim across
the interface leaving behind ‘naked’ fixed charges that give rise to the electric
field in what is known as the ‘depletion region’. The field across the depletion
region is the basis of the rectifying barrier of the p-n diode [47] and charge
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Figure 2.13: (a) p-type and n-type semiconductors before electrical contact. (b)
Energy diagram of the connected p-n junction. EV and EC refer to the valance
and conduction energy levels, respectively. EF is the Fermi level.
separation in an inorganic crystalline solar cell device [47].
Similar bending of the conduction and valence bands occur at the interface
between a semiconductor and metal. The direction of band-bending is caused
by the relative positions of the Fermi levels, and gives rise to either blocking
or non-blocking ohmic contacts (Fig. 2.14).
It should be stressed that Figures 2.13 and 2.14 are for crystalline semi-
conductor devices and are included to provide an intuitive description of the
energy structures that give rise to solar cell operation. For organic solar cell
materials the concept of definite energy bands is not as applicable, and charge
transport does not occur in the same manner, discussed further below.
For a silicon solar cell, the built-in potential is typically ∼0.7 V with a
depletion region width of the order of hundreds of nanometres. The interested
reader is referred to the texts of Kittel [13], Nelson [48] and Sze [47] for a more
detailed analysis of semiconductor junctions and charge-transport physics.
2.2.2 Solar cell equation
When light is incident on a working photovoltaic cell connected to an exter-
nal circuit, a current is present. For zero load, this current per cross-sectional
unit area is known as the short-circuit current density Jsc with conventional
units of A/cm2. The average number of carriers externally collected per
incident photon is known as the external quantum efficiency (EQE) - it is
the key measure of the spectral response of a solar cell. The equation gov-
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Figure 2.14: Diagram for a p-n junction device with rectifying (a) and ohmic
(b) contacts. The direction of band-bending is set by the relative positions of the
Fermi levels before contact. The band-bending structure at the contacts in figure
(b) can be exploited for majority carriers in the fabrication of Schottky solar cells.
erning normal photovoltaic cell operation is the sum of the photo-induced
current density and recombination current density components. The recom-
bination or diffusion component is dependent on the voltage across the cell,
the temperature of the cell, and a quantity known as J0, the reverse satura-
tion current density. J0 is dependent on the charge carrier density, carrier
lifetimes and surface characteristics of the cell. Through the application of
Poisson’s equation and the balancing of drift and diffusion currents at ther-
mal equilibrium, we arrive at the ideal solar cell equation:
J = J0(e
qV
kT − 1)− Jsc (2.20)
The left hand term is the ordinary diode equation governing the diffusion
of carriers under forward bias. The right hand term is the current caused by
illumination and is directed opposite to the diffusion current. The voltage at
which no current flows across the cell is known as the open circuit voltage
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Voc.
Voc =
kT
q
ln
(
Jsc
J0
+ 1
)
(2.21)
The relationship between voltage and current in a photovoltaic cell can
be seen in Figure 2.15.
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Figure 2.15: Current voltage (J-V) characteristics of an experimental solar cell
both in the dark and under normal sunny conditions (0.1 W/cm2). The fill factor
(FF) relates Voc and Jsc to the maximum power point (mp) of the cell.
In general, a solar cell will be affected by series resistances across the
contacts of the device and shunt resistances that allow charges to recombine
before extraction. The maximum power output of the cell is then Vmp ·
Jmp, which are related to Voc and Jsc through the fill-factor: a measure of
the ‘squareness’ of the J-V curve shown in Figure 2.15. The fill-factor is
dependent on these internal resistances and is calculated:
FF =
Vmp · Jmp
Voc · Jsc (2.22)
The final efficiency of the cell is then given:
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ηcell =
Pout
Pin
(2.23)
=
Vmp · Jmp
Pin
=
FF · Voc · Jsc
Pin
The relationship between short-circuit current density and open-circuit
voltage sets the theoretical limit of efficiency for a single-junction solar cell
under normal sunlight to 31 % - the Shockley-Queisser limit [10]. The basis
for this limit is the trade-off set by the energy of the band-gap: increasing
the band-gap of the semiconductor raises the Voc, but results in decreased Jsc
since less photons are able to be absorbed from the solar spectrum. Lowering
the band-gap allows the absorption of more photons, but decreases the volt-
age output. The optimum band-gap under normal sunlight is approximately
1.3 eV, while under concentration of sunlight the limit is raised to 41% for
a single-junction device of bandgap 1.1 eV. For multi-junction devices and
geometries that move away from a single band-gap, the limit is the Carnot
limit for solar energy conversion at the earth’s surface of 85 % [10] - the aim
of third generation photovoltaics [45].
2.2.3 Charge transport
Charge carriers in crystalline inorganic semiconductors fill available states up
to a Fermi level that rests between distinct conduction and valence bands.
The same statement is not as precise for charge carriers in non-crystalline
semiconductor materials. This section briefly outlines the nature of charge
transport in organic and amorphous silicon solar cells - the two materials
with which solar cells were made in this project.
2.2.4 Organic semiconductors
Organic semiconductors offer the exciting promise of low-cost wide-scale ap-
plications in electronics [49], photonics [50], display technologies [51] and
lighting [52]. For electricity generation, organic semiconductors have the
potential for large-area roll-to-roll production of solar cells based on inex-
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pensive, non-toxic and abundant materials. The record efficiency for organic
solar cells has steadily increased over the past decade and currently stands
at 10.0% [53]; the understanding of photo-excitation and charge transport
in organic semiconductors is still rapidly developing. Charge transport sen-
sitively depends on molecular nanostructure, aggregation, orientation, and
packing, alongside preparation and processing conditions. A detailed intro-
duction can be found in the reviews of Hoppe [54], Koster [55], Kippelen
[56], and Peumans [57], and in the text by Brabec et al. [58]. Here we briefly
review photo-induced charge transfer for conjugated polymer and fullerene
blends.
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Figure 2.16: (a) Simplified description of the formation of HOMO-LUMO levels
in an organic semiconductor. The left diagram refers to an individual monomer
unit, whereas the right portrays the energy level picture for the repeating polymer
chain. (b) Representation of the photo-induced charge transfer between the donor
(D) and acceptor (A) organic polymer. After [54].
The physics behind organic semiconductor charge transfer is based on the
overlapping pi-orbitals of individual monomers along the polymer chain. The
upper and lower energy levels are referred to as the ‘highest occupied molec-
ular orbital’ (HOMO) and ‘lowest unoccupied molecular orbital’ (LUMO)
respectively. Overlapping of these orbitals gives rise to bonding and anti-
bonding ‘bands’ which are delocalised along the length of the polymer. The
HOMO and LUMO are then considered to be analogous to the valence and
conduction bands of a crystalline semiconductor (Fig. 2.16a). These bands
for organic semiconductors can only be loosely defined; they are representa-
tive of the average distribution of energy states across each polymer and are
in reality somewhat broader than the corresponding bands for inorganic crys-
talline semiconductors. In particular the tails of states extend significantly
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from the quoted band edges. The values serve as useful terms for energy
band diagrams, but must be remembered as being less sharply defined than
their inorganic semiconductor analogues.
With the HOMO-LUMO picture, we can see that upon photo-excitation
an electron is excited to the LUMO level and a bound electron-hole pair
is formed. This charge-carrier pair then diffuses (via a ‘hopping’ style of
motion) to the junction between two polymers (in a bulk heterojunction
device) or a metal and polymer (in a Schottky barrier device), at which the
charges separate due to relative electron affinities (Fig. 2.16b).
Four distinct processes are identified that create photo-current in this
cell [54]: 1) photo-excitation of an organic molecule, 2) exciton diffusion
to the boundary between hole/electron type semiconductors or the metal
electrode, 3) charge separation at the interface, and 4) conduction to the
external contact. Non-ideal conditions lead to efficiency losses for each step
in this process - length scales for each are discussed further in Section 2.3.1.
There are a myriad of polymer blends that are in use for organic solar cells -
the choice of materials is further discussed in Chapter 4. The main limits to
efficiency are low absorption, poor charge-carrier separation and high levels
of recombination - each of which plasmonic-enhancement has the potential
to address.
2.2.5 Amorphous silicon
Amorphous silicon is an attractive candidate for thin-film photovoltaics.
With an absorption coefficient approximately two orders of magnitude greater
than crystalline silicon, and with cheap, low-temperature deposition condi-
tions, amorphous silicon solar cells have already found widespread use in
providing electricity for low-energy portable devices such as calculators and
watches. Amorphous silicon differs from crystalline silicon in its lack of long
range order. Hydrogen is introduced to passivate silicon bonds that are not
able to bond with other silicon atoms, creating ‘hydrogenated amorphous
silicon’ (aSi:H) but there are still dangling bonds present within amorphous
silicon. The deviation from the crystalline structure can be seen in Figure
2.17.
Charge conduction for amorphous silicon lies somewhere in between the
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Figure 2.17: (a) Schematic 2-dimensional representation of a crystalline silicon
lattice (a) and a disordered amorphous silicon lattice with the introduction of
dangling bonds and passivating hydrogen [59].
long-range conduction of crystalline semiconductors and the hopping mecha-
nism more prevalent in organic semiconductors. The lack of long-range order
requires a different analytical approach to the standard Bloch theorem, but
for the purposes of solar cell operation distinct conduction and valence bands
can be identified. The relative position of the Fermi level can be adjusted
through doping with phosphorous and boron to create n and p-type amor-
phous silicon respectively. In this way, amorphous silicon solar cells can be
designed similarly to inorganic crystalline semiconductor devices. The typ-
ical a-Si:H device is made with a p-i-n junction structure where the central
intrinsic (i) region is included to increase the absorption of the device with-
out introducing the extra defects that arise from doping. Thorough reviews
of amorphous semiconductor transport can be found in references [13] and
[60]. For plasmonic solar cell design, amorphous silicon is considered as a di-
rect band-gap semiconductor with higher absorption than crystalline silicon,
larger bandgap (1.6 eV compared to 1.1 eV), and shorter diffusion lengths
(100 nm compared with 100µm) due to the lack of long-range order.
The maximum reported efficiency of amorphous silicon cells is 10.1 % [9],
again a figure limited by the balance between desiring thick cells for higher
absorption and requiring thin cells for low recombination.
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2.3 Plasmonic photovoltaics
This section reviews the physics of plasmonic photovoltaics and the key con-
siderations for designing plasmon-enhanced solar cells. It begins with a sum-
mary of relevant length scales (Section 2.3.1), before discussing plasmonic
interactions in thin films (Section 2.3.2), the balance of absorption between
metals and semiconductors (Section 2.3.3), and material cost considerations
(Section 2.3.4).
2.3.1 Summary of relevant length scales
We summarise the relevant length scales involved in plasmonic photovoltaics
with Figure 2.18 and Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.18: (a) Schematic of the length values presented in (b). (b) Skin-depth,
penetration into vacuum and propagation along the surface for surface plasmon
polariton modes excited at the metal/air interface for silver, gold, copper and
aluminium.
Material property Organic a-Si c-Si
Absorption thickness 300 nm 200 nm 2µm
Diffusion length 5-15 nm 100 nm 100µm
Transport length 3-50µm 100 nm 100µm
Table 2.1: Approximate length scales in photovoltaic materials. Absorption
thickness refers to 1α at λ = 600 nm.
Figure 2.18 shows the optical length scales surface plasmons for Ag,
Au, Al and Cu. In Table 2.1, ‘Diffusion length’ refers to length for which
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charge carriers travel before recombining. For organic solar cells this refers
to the intra-polymer diffusion length: that is, an exciton-pair (with its in-
dividual binding energy of ∼0.4 eV) needs to reach an interface between
donor/acceptor polymers within 5-15 nm. This is different to the diffusion
length for a single charge carrier along a polymer (the charge transport
length). The short intra-polymer diffusion length is the reason why bulk
heterojunction structures are preferred for organic PV devices.
For amorphous silicon solar cells, the diffusion length presented is that
for an electron in intrinsic aSi:H, lengths for holes are typically a factor of a
third lower. Another important length scale for amorphous silicon solar cells
is that of the depletion region. In a typical cell, the depletion region width is
∼300 nm, designed to be greater than the cell thickness to allow good current
collection in the presence of low mobility charge carriers [61].
2.3.2 Plasmonic interactions in thin films
Plasmonic structures enable light to couple to new optical modes that would
otherwise be inaccessible in thin films. Thin planar films typically can only
support the standard cavity or ‘Fabry-Perot’ type resonances that arise from
multiple reflections within the structure. The additional modes made acces-
sible by plasmonic structures are both ‘guided modes’ along the thin film,
and ‘evanescent modes’ decaying from the metal-semiconductor interfae (if
a plasmonic substrate is present). In both instances they are affected by the
layer profile of the constituent films and their individual optical thicknesses
- often close to the wavelength of light. Whilst the modes subtlely inter-
act with each other, we broadly identify them as being either ‘plasmonic’ -
when tethered to the surface, ‘Fabry-Perot’ - for modes with a standing wave
profile, or ‘guided’ for modes travelling in-plane within the film, discussed
further in Chapters 6, 7 and 8.
A further important consideration for plasmonic structures in thin-film
solar cells is where they should be positioned within the device for optimal
enhancement. Recent research [62, 63] indicates that placing plasmonic scat-
terers on the rear of the cell is beneficial for two reasons: firstly, to not impede
the blue light that is usually strongly absorbed at the top of the cell, and
secondly, to enhance absorption for the long-wavelength light that typically
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passes through the device unabsorbed.
Further topics of current research in plasmonic photovoltaics includes the
question of whether periodic structures provide greater enhancement than
random structures (with initial research showing that they can in certain con-
figurations [64, 65]), and what features should an optimal plasmonic structure
possess [66]. The optimal geometry of a plasmonic feature has not yet been
resolved, and before this project, solar cells had not been demonstrated within
plasmonic structures. This thesis presents the first solar cells fabricated in-
side a concave plasmonic shape, directly benefiting from the enhanced field
within metallic nanovoids.
In addition to these geometrical considerations, perhaps the biggest un-
resolved question is whether it is better to use plasmonic structures for their
enhanced near-field or for their large scattering cross-sections [67]. This is a
question we address in Chapter 8 of this thesis; it depends sensitively on the
balance of absorption between a metal and a semiconductor when a plasmon
is excited at the interface, introduced next.
2.3.3 Plasmon absorption balance
Light absorbed in the semiconductor of a solar cell generates charge-carriers
and results in useful electrical output. Absorption in the metal results in
joule heating and the loss of useful energy. The absorption in the metal is
referred to as ‘parasitic’ since it does contribute to photocurrent. As a result,
the addition of extra absorbing metal features in a solar cell structure requires
a significant enhancement in electrical efficiency to justify its inclusion.
Plasmonic structures can increase useful absorption in a solar cell via
enhancing the near-field or by increasing scattering to trapped modes within
the device, or both. The balance of absorption is an area of active research
and is discussed in detail in Chapter 8, where we present a derivation for the
balance of absorption of the plasmonic near-field at a flat interface between a
metal and an absorbing dielectric. For spherical particles it can be calculated
via the albedo: Cscat
Cabs+Cscat
, and for various geometries it can be understood
via the relevant timescales of the plasmon lifetime, quoted at ∼50 fs [68] and
the electron-phonon relaxation time of several picoseconds [69]. A statistical-
mechanics description involving the local density of states is a subject of
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Mineral Crustal abundance (ppm) Market price (US$/kg)
Ag 0.08 380.50
Au 0.004 20909
Al 83000 2.44
Cu 60 6.19
Table 2.2: Mineral abundance and market price of plasmonic metals, from [71]
current research [70].
In general, each approach finds that the inclusion of plasmonic structures
can greatly enhance device performance in thin-film solar cells, though the
method of doing so - via increased scattering or enhanced near-field - depends
sensitively on the dielectric function of the semiconductor, geometry of the
metal nanostructure, and spacing of the multiple layers within a PV device.
These effects are discussed in detail in Chapter 7 and 8.
2.3.4 Material considerations
Plasmonic photovoltaics is a rich field of physical enquiry that has led to new
understanding of light-matter interactions at the nanoscale and discoveries
of novel charge-transport dynamics at metal/semiconductor interfaces. The
question is frequently asked however, if the inclusion of expensive metals such
as silver and gold can ultimately be useful for solar cells where cost is such
an integral performance indicator (Table 2.2). It is an important question,
especially for solar cells that aim for significantly reduced costs of production
such as organic solar cells with roll-to-roll processing. A possible response
to this question is that we have only just started to understand the physical
processes behind plasmonic enhancement in photovoltaics. The theoretical
limits to absorption enhancement via light-trapping in the wave-optics regime
are not yet established, and the potential for plasmonic structures is novel
and exciting. Economic considerations of photovoltaic production expect
that high-efficiency solar cells will dominate in a mature market [45], lending
support for the investigation of the efficiency enhancements of plasmonic
structures. This project investigates silver and gold plasmonic structures due
to their low optical losses, but similar absorption enhancements are expected
for structures made of less costly metals such as aluminium and copper (Fig.
2.18), though oxidation of these metals needs to be carefully controlled.
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Uncovering a physical understanding of light-matter interactions with
plasmonic structures and absorbing dielectric layers is fascinating in itself,
and has spurred vibrant research in the field with exciting results. It is this
research that we next review.
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Chapter 3
Literature review
This chapter reviews the literature of plasmonic-enhancement to solar cells.
Section 3.1 reviews the nanoparticle plasmonic approach, Section 3.2 reviews
nanostructured plasmonic surfaces, including the instances where plasmons
have been found to degrade cell performance. Section 3.3 summarises the
emerging literature regarding optimisation principles for plasmonic photo-
voltaics.
3.1 Particle plasmon enhanced solar cells
In 1996 Stuart and Hall [14] showed increased absorption in silicon pho-
todetectors coated with metal nanoparticles. The approach has since been
replicated for solar cells of almost all material classes. Particle plasmon-
enhanced solar cells are reviewed in [16] and the motivation for the approach
is summarised in Figure 3.1. When light at plasmon resonance frequencies
radiates onto the surface of a metal nanoparticle there is an enhancement of
electric field intensity surrounding the particle (Fig. 2.7) and a concurrent
increase in the particle’s scattering cross section (Equation 2.18).
For a silicon/air interface, approximately 96 % of radiation is directed into
the silicon substrate (Fig. 3.1b). This is attributed to the high density of
optical modes within the silicon compared to the air [72] and is understood in
terms of Fermi’s Golden Rule - that the transition probability is proportional
to the local density of states. Providing additional states for light to couple
into, due to the higher refractive index of the dielectric, preferentially directs
the scattering into the cell.
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positioned on the front and rear of the cell 
metal/core-shell 
nanoparticles 
near-field enhancement  
increased scattering to guided modes 
a) b) 
Figure 3.1: a) The nano-particle plasmon-enhanced approach: plasmonic parti-
cles (either bare or coated with a dielectric) are placed on the front and/or rear of
the solar cell. b) Plasmonic resonances of the particles are utilised both for their
near field enhancement and strong scattering into the underlying semiconductor.
The literature is rapidly growing and solar cells of a vast array of materials
and cell design have shown enhanced efficiencies due to the application of
plasmonic nanoparticles. Reviews of the particle plasmonic approaches can
be found in Catchpole et al. 2008 [16] and Atwater and Polman 2010 [67].
We draw attention in the following section to selected examples for organic
and inorganic photovoltaics.
Organic plasmonic solar cells
Organic solar cells benefit strongly from enhanced light collection. Greater
absorption gives higher short-circuit current densities, but also allows thinner
cells - with gains in open-circuit voltage from reduced recombination.
There have been a large number of studies of gold and silver nanoparticles
applied to the surface of various organic solar cells [73–76] and almost all
show an increase in photocurrent. The earliest work was presented by Rand,
Peumans and Forrest [74], showing the enhancement of organic tandem solar
cells that contained silver nanoclusters. Recent research has shown absolute
efficiencies increasing from 3.05 % to 3.69 % (Fig. 3.2) due to the inclusion
of silver nanoparticles by Kim et al. [75].
Morfa et al. (2008) [76] used a similar approach to Kim and observed an
increase in efficiency from 1.3% to 2.2%. Duche et al. (2009) spun spherical
silver nanoparticles from solution onto a cell made of MEHPPV:PCBM cell
and observed an relative increase in efficiency of 50% [77]. We also note the
approach of Chang et al. [78], in which the process of particle fabrication is
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Figure 3.2: a) Geometry of organic solar cells fabricated by Kim et al. (2008)
[75], with average Ag particle size of ∼13nm, b) Incident photon to current con-
version efficiencies of a cell without plasmonic-enhancement to one containing Ag
nanoparticles.
similar to the initial templating of spherical nanovoids described in Section
2.1.5. Chang deposited metal through self-assembled colloidal nanospheres
to create plasmonic nanotriangles on top of a glass substrate, and found cells
with silver nanoparticles had an efficiency of 2.42% compared to 1.68% for
those with titanium particles. There continues to be strong investigation into
particle-plasmonic enhanced organic solar cells. Significant challenges remain
in tuning plasmonic resonances of the metal particles and in avoiding the
quenching of excitons that occurs at particle-polymer interfaces, potentially
alleviated by dielectric-coated core-shell nanoparticles, recently investigated
by Brown et al. (2011) [79].
Inorganic plasmonic solar cells
The largest plasmonic enhancements for solar cells have occured for inorganic
devices. The best results to date are from thin silicon solar cells fabricated
by Pillai et al. (2007) [15]. Here, 12 nm and 16 nm particles were deposited
on a 1.25µm thick silicon solar cell, with photocurrent enhancement of up
to a factor of 16 observed at particular wavelengths (Fig. 3.3), and a 33%
increase of current density for the whole device.
Enhancements of a factor of approximately 1.5 have been observed in
thick (∼200µm) silicon solar cells fabricated by Beck et al. (2009) [62], find-
ing that placing the plasmonic scatterers on the rear of the device is beneficial
- allowing blue light to enter the cell unimpeded and red light to be scattered
at the back surface [63, 80]. Spherical particles have been also been deposited
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Figure 3.3: SEM (a) and photocurrent enhancement (b) from Pillai et al. [15], for
a 1.25µm silicon-on-insulator solar cell with 12 nm and 16 nm silver nanoparticles
deposited on the surface. Photocurrent enhancement of up to 16x is observed with
a 33% increase in photocurrent generation across the whole spectrum.
on gallium arsenide solar cells by Nakayama et al. (2008) [81], with a result-
ing 8% relative increase in current density across the whole cell. Modelling
by Mendes et al. (2009) indicates orders of magnitude enhancement is possi-
ble for intermediate-band inorganic solar cells made from hybrid crystalline
semiconductor-quantum dot array structures, where the intermediate-band
serves as an additional ‘quasi-junction’ to overcome the Shockley-Queisser
limit [82].
The challenges with nanoparticle enhanced inorganic solar cells are the
balance between particle coverage, parasitic reflection and particle-exciton
electric interaction. With careful optimisation, the approach will continue to
yield further real increases in device efficiency.
3.2 Plasmonic surface solar cells
In concert with the plasmonic-particle approach there is interest in the use of
nanostructured surfaces to enhance solar cell performance. This section in-
troduces the different geometries of plasmonic-surface texturing before sum-
marising the current state-of-the-art for plasmonic back contacts. Detrimen-
tal effects from plasmonic surfaces are next reviewed before a discussion on
the optimisation of surface profiles and cell layers.
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3.2.1 Plasmonic rear-surface contacts
Utilising a plasmonic structure for the rear contact of a solar cell has a
number of advantages: plasmonic enhancement of the field occurs precisely
where an optical field null would normally be present, the absorption of short
wavelengths is not comprimised before encountering the resonant structure,
and the rear-surface can be used simultaneously with light-trapping features
at the front surface.
Various geometries have been investigated. Tvingstedt et al. in 2007 [83]
modelled and fabricated a periodically nanostructured aluminium back con-
tact for plasmonic enhancement in organic solar cells. The grating structure
had a period of 280 nm and feature height of 50 nm (Fig. 3.4a). A thin layer
of Ti/TiO layer was applied on top to overcome the charge blocking nature
of the aluminium oxide that forms on top of the aluminium structure. The
polymer:PCBM blend layer and PEDOT:PSS layer were then spin coated on
top of the structures, with the PEDOT:PSS layer acting as the transparent
top anode. Light of TM and TE polarisations were shone on the sample
to distinguish between scattering effects and plasmonic effects (Fig. 3.4b).
The surface plasmon resonance is clearly distinguished in the photocurrent
measurement.
Figure 3.4: a) Schematic cell of Tvingstedt et al. [83] with the nanostructured Al
bottom cathode (50 nm height, 280 nm periodicity, 150 nm thick active absorber),
and semi-transparent PEDOT:PSS top anode. b) External quantum efficiency
measurements for TE (parallel) and TM (perpendicular) modes of incident light.
Since then, solar cells have been investigated with a broad variety of rear-
surface plasmonic structures including sinusoidal gratings [84], rectangular
gratings [85, 86], nanocones [87], nanodomes [64, 66, 88] and nanoholes [89,
90], with all showing enhanced absorption and photocurrent over identically
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prepared flat cells. Imprinted nanohole arrays fabricated by Ferry et al.
(2009) [90] increased amorphous silicon cell efficiency by 37 % from 4.49-
6.16 % (Fig. 3.5) with the majority of the active silicon layer in these cells
above the textured surface.
Figure 3.5: a) Imprinted nanohole arrays by Ferry et al. [90], showing enhanced
efficiency under solar illumination compared to flat cells (b).
A natural choice for another texturing geometry was that achieved by ran-
dom etching of glass substrates. Commercial substrates of known roughness
are readily available and in 2011 Ferry et al. [91] compared periodic dome
structures to randomly arranged structures and chemically roughened glass
coated with silver, finding a periodic array of mediumly textured bumps with
400 nm diameter and spacing to have higher photocurrent generation than
randomly arranged surfaces, or randomly textured silver-coated glass (Fig.
3.6). The enhancement is attributed to both the roughness power-spectrum
of the substrates and the excitation of Bragg-like diffraction modes from the
ordered nanodomes.
3.2.2 Detrimental plasmonic absorption
The inclusion of plasmonic structures in solar cells does not always result
in enhanced photocurrent. As early as 1991, research had shown that rough
metal near an active silicon layer of a solar cell led to parasitic absorption [92].
Franken et al. in 2007 [93] examined the effect of roughness of a silver back
contact for a thin microcrystalline silicon solar cell. Rough silver with 100 nm
of ZnO:Al was used as the back-reflector of the device, and excitation of the
surface plasmon resonance at short wavelengths led to decreased reflectance
from the silver (Fig. 3.7). Haug et al. in 2008 [94] investigated ZnO:Al
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Figure 3.6: a)Nanoimprinted dome structure of cells by Ferry et al. [91] with
130 nm ZnO:Al, 115 nm aSi and 80 nm ITO top contact. b) External quantum effi-
ciency measurements of domes of various diameter in a square lattice compareded
to randomly arranged and randomly textured Asahi glass.
coated silver films on a sinusoidal polymer grating with period of 890 nm and
height of 70 nm, and found similar detrimental plasmonic absorption leading
to lower reflectances of the surface and reduced cell performance.
3.3 Summary
In 2010, a review article in Nature Materials [67] summarised the various
approaches of plasmonics for improved photovoltaic devices at the time (Fig.
3.8).
What was not yet clear at the time the review was written was how to
identify which plasmonic process was most beneficial for each photovoltaic
material, nor had the spacer layer been identified as a key mediator of light
coupling to various modes within the device. Solar cells had also not yet been
fabricated inside plasmonic cavities - utilising the strong localised plasmon
resonances within nanovoids. This thesis demonstrates the first solar cells
fabricated within nanovoid arrays (Chapter 6), yielding a four-fold (400 %)
enhancment in efficiency for organic solar cells compared to identically pre-
pared flat solar cells. The first nanovoid amorphous silicon solar cells are
also demonstrated (Chapter 7), showing 20 % greater efficiency than flat so-
lar cells, with 50 % enhancement over flat cells found with randomly textured
silver substrates and carefully optimised spacer layer thickness. The impor-
tance of the spacer layer is examined through spectral and computational
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Figure 3.7: (a) AFM measurement of the textured Ag layer that leads to reduced
absorption (b) and ultimately reduced cell performance in a 2µm thick µc-Si solar
cell, by Franken et al. [93]. Roughness is represented by σ. The absorption peaks
of the bulk plasmon resonance (BP) can be seen for all layers, absorption at the
surface plasmon resonance (SP) is observed for rough Ag layers.
Figure 3.8: Summary of plasmonic light-trapping geometries for thin-film so-
lar cells from Atwater and Polman 2010 [67]. a) Plasmonic resonances of metal
nanoparticles preferentially scatters light into the semiconductor thin film. b) The
enhanced near-field of localized surface plasmon resonances of metal nanoparticles
directly genearates increased numbers of electron-hole pairs in the semiconductor.
c) Excitation of surface plasmons by a corrugated metal back surface couples light
into trapped modes that propagate in the plane of the semiconductor layer.
analysis. The analytical expression for the balance of absorption between
metal and semiconductor is identified for each of the leading thin-film solar
cell materials, leading to clear design principles for plasmonic enhancement
in thin-film photovoltaic devices (Chapter 8).
It is the design and fabrication of these devices that we now present.
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Nanovoid solar cell design and
fabrication
This chapter presents the motivations for the nanovoid photovoltaic ap-
proach. It then discusses factors influencing cell design and describes the
techniques of fabrication.
4.1 Motivations
The key motivations for investigating nanovoid structures as the plasmonic
rear-contact of thin-film solar cells are:
• Nanovoid fabrication allows controllable tuning of resonant plasmon
wavelengths through the parameters of void diameter, height and ma-
terial.
• Plasmonic enhancement of the electromagnetic field occurs precisely
where an optical field null would normally be present - allowing thinner
cell fabrication and larger electric fields within devices.
• Nanovoid substrates allow tuning of the spatial location of light absorp-
tion - an effect that can be exploited to increase exciton generation,
separation and collection.
• Absorption enhancement at the rear surface allows conventional light
trapping techniques to be employed at the top surface
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• Nanovoids can be consistently and reproducibly fabricated, and allow
large-area scalability.
4.2 Nanovoid photovoltaics
Using the above principles, nanovoid plasmonic photovoltaics are designed to
harness the enhanced fields to increase light absorption in solar cell materials
deposited on top (Fig. 4.1 and 4.2).
nanovoids
PV layers
transparent top-contact
Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of solar cells fabricated on a nanovoid substrate.
A challenge of the approach arises from the nanovoids acting as the
opaque substrate on which cells are fabricated. Organic solar cells are typi-
cally fabricated on transparent indium tin oxide (ITO) substrates. PV layers
are subsequently deposited on top, with the metallic rear contact made by
thermal evaporation of a thick, opaque aluminium layer. For nanovoid photo-
voltaics, having a metallic substrate which is then coated with device layers,
requires us to fabricate devices in an ‘upside-down’ configuration. This forces
careful selection of an appropriate transparent top-contact. For organic solar
cells it must be a material that conformally deposits over a structured surface
without leading to shorting, whilst still maintianing high-transparency.
For amorphous silicon solar cells the challenge is preventing the diffusion
of metal into the amorphous silicon layer during deposition. Amorphous
silicon is typically deposited on thin chromium layers which allows smooth
conformal deposition. The work function of chromium also provides good
electron extraction for amorphous silicon. Substituting chromium with plas-
monic metals requires the selection of an appropriate buffer layer to prevent
diffusion into the active layer and careful design of device architecture to
ensure good carrier-extraction.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic diagram of the energy structure of a nanovoid plasmon-
enhanced solar cell. Plasmonic enhanced absorption occurs in close proximity to
the hole contact at the region of highest electric field, allowing efficient carrier
separation and extraction.
For both solar cell materials, with the above considerations and the inher-
ent challenges of designing a new working PV device, materials are selected
with detailed attention to electrical, optical and material properties, reviewed
next.
4.3 Device design considerations
The design of nanostructured substrate plasmonic-enhanced solar cells re-
quires consideration of various factors:
• Absorption spectrum and refractive index of photovoltaic material
• Energy levels of conduction and valence bands within PV materials
• Work function of electrodes
• Plasmonic resonance of nanostructured substrate, and
• Length scales of plasmonic resonance, PV absorption and transport
In addition to these are device engineering considerations including mate-
rial morphology within nanostructures, contact geometry, temperature and
oxidation sensitivity, and perhaps most significantly, deposition techniques
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of PV and electrode materials. In general, the most robust method for devel-
oping new cell architectures is to start from a working device structure and
change a single parameter at a time. This is the approach of our project,
outlined in the following section, however, it is instructive to examine the
matrix of design considerations. We start with the two most important pa-
rameters to match for PV design: absorption spectra and energy levels of
the PV materials.
4.3.1 Material choice
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Figure 4.3: (a) Absorption coefficients (α) for poly(3-hexylthiophene):phenyl-
C69-butyric acid methyl ester (P3HT:PCBM), hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-
Si:H), CdTe, GaAs, copper-indium-gallium-selenide (CIGS) and crystalline silicon
(c-Si), from [95].
The absorption spectral profile of a semiconductor is critical for designing
the plasmonic features for enhancing absorption in a solar cell. Semiconduc-
tors typically absorb strongly at shorter wavelengths with an exponential
drop towards the band-edge (Fig. 4.3). It is in this near band-edge region
that cells often stand to benefit most from enhanced absorption, and light-
trapping features should be designed accordingly.
Alongside the absorption profile we need a knowledge of both the valence
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Semiconductor HOMO/valence band LUMO/conduction band
PCBM 6.1 3.7
P3HT 5.2 3.5
MEH-PPV 5.1 2.9
F8BT 5.9 3.5
a-Si:H 5.7 4.0
c-Si 5.1 4.0
CIS 4.8 5.8
Ru dye N3 6.1 4.2
CdTe 6.2 4.7
GaAs 5.5 4.1
Table 4.1: Summary of energy levels for selected PV semiconductors (in eV). The
values above, especially for organic polymers, are approximate representations of
average orbital energies. They are each affected by deposition/growth conditions,
material purity and surface preparation. Values are from references [96], [97], [98]
and [99] for the organic materials respectively and [100] for the inorganic materials.
Work functions
Au: 5.1 Ag: 4.4
Al: 4.2 Cu: 4.7
Cr: 4.5 Ca: 2.9
ITO: 4.8 FTO: 4.4
ZnO: 4.5 TiO2: 4.2
LiF: 3.7 pedot-pss: 5.0
Table 4.2: Work functions of various conductors (eV). Presented values are found
to vary up to ∼0.3 eV with deposition/growth conditions and surface preparation.
and conduction band energies (or HOMO/LUMO levels for organic polymers)
and work functions of candidate electrode materials in order to appropriately
design a device (Tables 4.1 and 4.2).
Work functions can change significantly with the conditions of deposition
and processing, reference [13] provides a thorough introduction into the rele-
vant physics, and the range in values for conducting oxides is also affected by
the ratio of the metal/oxide blend. Interestingly, a shift in work function up
to 0.3-0.5 eV can be achieved through the adsorption of particular molecules
[101] on the metal surface. For this project, we quote the generally accepted
values, but keep in mind their possible shift.
The approach of nanovoid-plasmonic enhancement for solar cells sets the
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substrate of the device to be either gold or silver. Requiring transparency of
the top contact leads us to choose either conducting oxides or thin (< 20 nm)
layers of metal for the opposite electrode. Recent research has also shown
promising potential for silver nanowire meshes [102, 103], discussed further
in Chapter 6.
Alongside considerations of absorption, energy levels, work functions and
transparency, are the critical considerations of deposition technique, sub-
strate temperatures required for material deposition, material strengths and
impact energies during deposition processes. We next review the deposition
techniques used for this project.
4.4 Deposition techniques
After various attempted cell designs of different materials, four thin-film
deposition techniques were used in fabricating the majority of solar cells for
this project: plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD), spin-
coating, sputter coating and metal evaporation.
4.4.1 Plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition
Chemical vapour deposition allows the production of high-purity conformal
thin solid films via the reactance of one or more precursor gases moved
through a reaction chamber. Flowing precursor gases in the presence of
a plasma enhances the chemical reaction rates and allows deposition at lower
substrate temperatures [104, 105]. For the deposition of intrinsic (i-type) hy-
drogenated amorphous silicon, the reactive gas silane (SiH4) is flowed through
the chamber in the presence of hydrogen gas. To form n-type a-Si:H, phos-
phine (PH3) is added to the gas flow. A high frequency plasma at 50 MHz
is struck between a top plate and the substrate, and reactants deposit amor-
phous silicon conformally along the substrate surface. The particular recipe
for amorphous silicon layers fabricated for this project in the Plasmalab µP
system is to heat the substrate to 200◦C, with plasma at 50 MHz running
at 23 W. Throttle pressure is held at 400 mT and silane gas is introduced
for the i-type layer at a ratio of 1:9 with hydrogen gas. For n-type a-Si:H,
diluted phosphine gas is introduced at ratio of 3:2:5 with silane and hydro-
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gen, giving the ratio of pure phosphine to silane of 0.5 %. p-type a-Si:H,
though highly beneficial for solar cell performance, is not fabricated within
Cambridge due to the toxicity and instability of diborane gas (H6B2). This
requires us to fabricate Shottky-type devices with reduced charge-carrier sep-
aration and collection than p-i-n a-Si:H solar cells (Section 2.2.5), though we
find adequate performance to allow examination of photonic and plasmonic
effects.
4.4.2 Spin-coating
Spin-coating allows the controlled deposition of thin soluble polymer films
onto a substrate. A droplet of solution containing the dissolved polymer is
deposited onto a sample which is then spun at speeds between 500 - 8,000
revolutions per minute. The solution experiences a centrifugal force in its
spinning frame of reference and is spread across the substrate. As the spin-
ning continues, the solution flattens, excess material is flung off and the
solvent starts to evaporate, leaving a thin polymer film on the substrate.
This film is then typically post-annealed on a hot-plate under nitrogen to
ensure the remaining solvent is evaporated.
Final thicknesses of polymer films can be sensitively controlled through
the choice of solvent, the concentration of the polymer within this solvent,
and the spin speed of the spin-coater [106, 107]. By using solvents that
are mutually orthogonal, different polymer layers can be spun on top of
one another. Within this project, polymer films of thicknesses between 50 -
200 nm are typically spun.
4.4.3 Sputter-coating
Sputter-coating is the deposition of thin films of metals and metal oxides
from the surface of a target onto a substrate. Two systems were used for
the sputtering of indium tin oxide and aluminium-doped zinc oxide in this
project, both located in the Centre for Advanced Photonics and Engineer-
ing cleanrooms at the University of Cambridge. Each system generates a
plasma at 50 MHz in the presence of argon. High-energy argon ions strike
the material target and eject molecules from surface. These are then trans-
ported to the substrate where they condense to form a thin film. Sputter-
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deposition typically operates at higher pressures (∼3 mT) than those for
evaporation (discussed further below), lowering the mean free-path and al-
lowing more conformal deposition onto structured features of a substrate
[108, 109]. Al:ZnO and ITO films between 30-200 nm were sputtered for the
fabrication of solar cells in this project. It is important to note that impact
energies of sputtered molecules on the substrate surface are high compared
to other thin-film deposition techniques. Sputtering ITO onto devices made
from thin polymer films routinely results in the ITO penetrating through the
polymer layer resulting in shorting of the device, discussed further in Chapter
6.
4.4.4 Metal evaporation
Metal evaporation allows smooth deposition of thin metallic films onto a sub-
strate. A chamber is pumped to pressures of approximately 5×10−3 mT and
a small amount of metal held in a crucible or evaporation boat is heated to
its melting point. Heating is acheived by either passing a current through the
metallic boat containing the material to be evaporated (for thermal evapora-
tion) or by locally heating the metal by rastering an incident electron beam
across the material (e-beam evaporation). As the metal vapourises, molecules
travel ballistically towards the substrates held above the metal. For smooth
deposition, substrates are rotated above the source. By controlling the planar
angle at which the substrates are held, we are able to selectively evaporate
on either high or low-aspect ratio parts of a nanostructured substrate, dis-
cussed further in Chapter 8. E-beam and thermal evaporation systems in the
Nanoscience Centre at the University of Cambridge were used for this project
for the evaporation of silver and gold thin films at thicknesses of 15-200 nm
at typical deposition rates of 1-5A˚/s.
4.4.5 Dye-sensitized solar cells
A significant research effort of this project was devoted to the fabrication of
dye-sensitized solar cells on gold nanovoids with collaborators in the Thin
Films and Interfaces research group at the Cavendish Laboratory. Dye sensi-
tized cells are a different design of solar cell from both inorganic and organic
semiconductors devices. Instead of absorption within a bulk semiconductor,
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they rely instead on the absorption of light by a photosensitive dye which
rapidly transfers its excited charge to an adjacent titanium dioxide surface.
The circuit is completed by an electrolyte in contact with the dye.
At present, the high temperature required for the annealing of TiO2 pre-
vents ready fabrication of solar cells on Au nanovoids that are found to blister
and degrade for temperatures higher than 250◦C.
4.5 Nanovoid fabrication
The final fabrication technique we describe is the formation of ordered arrays
of metallic nanovoids. By selecting the size and height of these nanovoids
we are able to tune the energies at which localised plasmon resonances are
excited. This allows us to target where in the spectrum we would like absorp-
tion enhancements in thin film PV devices. We first describe the templating
of ordered arrays of spheres, followed by the electrochemical plating that
forms the metallic voids.
4.5.1 Template deposition
The formation of ordered 2-dimensional crystal arrays of latex spheres was
first examined by Denkov et al. in 1992 [110]. Nanovoids for our project are
fabricated according to the procedure outlined in references [19] and [18]. For
simplicity we describe the process for gold, though it is equally applicable to
silver and a variety of other metals.
A bonding layer of 10 nm of Cr is thermally evaporated onto a glass
microscope slide which has been cleaned by sonication in de-ionised water,
acetone and isopropanol, followed by 10 minutes of plasma etching. Gold
is then thermally evaporated on top of the chromium layer to a thickness
of 200 nm. The metal-coated slides are then again extensively cleaned by
further sonication in isopropanol (for 1.5hrs), followed by successive rinsing
with de-ionised water. These substrates are then immersed in an ethanolic
solution of mercaptopropanol for three days to allow a monolayer to adsorb
on the gold surface. The mercaptopropanol layer reduces the contact angle of
water on the substrate due to its hydrophilicity, and helps to form the close-
packed array of spheres. After the mercaptopropanol soaking, substrates
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mercaptopropanol
Figure 4.4: Schematic of the evaporation cell used for template assembly and
formation of the close packed array of spheres. From [111].
are covered with a clean coverslip to form a small fluid cell by means of an
intermediate thin layer of Parafilm (Pechiney Plastic Packaging). The cell is
approximately 100µm thick with an area of 1 cm2 (Fig. 4.4). The solution of
latex spheres is dropped into this thin cell with a syringe, and the substrate
is held vertically in an incubator at 25◦C for a week.
In solution, the latex spheres are negatively charged and do not aggregate.
As the water evaporates from the top edge of the cell, the meniscus tail draws
spheres out of the solution, leaving behind a close-packed monolayer array of
spheres on the gold surface (Fig. 4.5).
a) b)
1um
Figure 4.5: a) Schematic of sphere template and (b) SEM of an array of 500 nm
diameter polystyrene spheres on gold [19].
4.5.2 Electrochemical plating
Having formed the ordered array, the next step in nanovoid fabrication is
the electroplating of metal from the rear substrate through the sphere array.
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Deposition is performed using three electrodes - the sample substrate acts as
the working electrode, the counter (platinum) electrode supplies the charge
to complete the circuit and the reference (Calaman) electrode monitors the
charge passed through the circuit (Fig. 4.6a).
Galvanostat
working electrodereference electrode
counter electrode
ionic solution
glass beaker
a) b)
film thickness = half-height
Figure 4.6: (a) Setup of electrochemical deposition. b) Graph of current vs time
for the deposition of gold through a close-packed sphere template, adapted from
[111]. Labelling discussed in text.
The deposition occurs when the working electrode becomes negatively
charged (point (i) in Figure 4.6b). Positive ions in the solution (Au+) are
drawn towards the negative electrode and when the voltage is sufficiently
high to overcome the Coulomb potential, undergo the reaction: Au+ + e− →
Au. After nucleation, individual metal islands are formed (up to point ii),
which eventually coalesce to form a metallic film. At this point, the speed
of deposition is limited by the rate at which ions can diffuse out of solu-
tion and onto the substrate. This steady-state of diffusion-limited current
(point iii) allows us to monitor the thickness of the film in relation to sphere
height. During this stage the voltage is held constant at -0.75 V. As the
cross-sectional area of growth changes with height, the rate of metal depo-
sition decreases, and reaches a minimum at minimum cross-section area -
the point at which the film has grown to half the sphere height. Continuing
further past this point results in further encapsulation of the spheres. With
continuing deposition, the nanovoid arrays resist complete connection at the
top and instead form pillow-like structures. The fabrication and character-
isation of these structures is discussed in detail in references [22] and [20].
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a) b)
500nm
Figure 4.7: (a) Schematic of metallic nanovoids and (b) SEM of an array of
500 nm gold nanovoids grown to half-height.
Once the electrochemical templating is complete, the spheres are dissolved
by sonicating in dimethylformamide for two hours, leaving behind an ordered
array of metallic nanovoids (Fig. 4.7). Throughout this project, nanovoids
made of gold were fabricated by myself, with silver nanovoids fabricated by
our collaborator Jatin K. Sinha in the School of Chemistry at the University
of Southampton.
4.6 Nanovoid plasmon control
Creating nanovoid arrays with varying size and height allows control of the
spectral position of localised plasmonic resonances.
In theory these can be tuned between ω = 0 and ω = ωsp the surface
plasmon frequency - located in the UV for both gold and silver. In practice,
absorption due to interband transitions prohibits plasmon resonances for
wavelengths shorter than 530 nm in gold and 330 nm in silver. Nanovoid
resonances are able to be tuned across the visible spectrum by adjusting
void height (Fig. 4.8a) and diameter (Fig. 4.8b).
The maps presented in Figure 4.8 are for Au voids surrounded by air. In
the presence of a dielectric with higher refractive index, plasmon resonances
red-shift in energy approximately proportionally to n. The red-shift for a
planar surface plasmon polariton is given by:
ωsp,2 = ωsp,air
(
1 + air
1 + 2
)1/2
(4.1)
Here ωsp,2 is the surface plasmon frequency for the metal/dielectric inter-
face with dielectric function 2. For localised plasmons of nanoparticles and
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Figure 4.8: (a) Theoretical modelling map of plasmonic resonances for gold
500 nm diameter voids with changing t¯, the ratio of film thickness to void diameter
(t/d). Dotted lines are a guide to the eye indicating the theoretical energies of
resonance for spherical Mie modes. (b) Modelling of plasmonic resonances for gold
nanovoids with t¯ = 0.95 and varying diameters. Dotted lines are guides to the eye
for the corresponding Mie modes. From [112].
nanovoids, resonances shift further due to the field profile being positioned
more in the surrounding dielectric than in the metal [112]. This red-shift is
an important consideration for the design of nanovoid geometry for amor-
phous silicon with Re(a−Si:H) ≈ 15 and, though not as extreme, for organic
polymers with Re(polymers) ≈ 1.5− 4.
4.7 Summary
The design and fabrication of nanovoid solar cells relies on an interdependant
mix of parameters that include:
• Absorption and refractive index of the photovoltaic material
• Conduction and valence band energy levels of the semiconductor
• Work function of electrodes
• Charge transport length scales
• Temperature, impact-energy and conformality of deposition; and
• Plasmonic resonance of the nanovoid substrate
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Various geometries and substrates were investigated, here we summarise
the two systems that served as model devices for the exploration of plasmonic-
enhanced absorption.
4.7.1 Organic nanovoid solar cell
The solar cells that form the backbone of results presented in Chapter 6 have
the device layer structure as presented in Figure 4.9.
silver nanovoids
pedot:pss
P3HT:PCBM
semi-transparent Al
Ag pedot:pss P3HT PCBM Al
4.4
5.0 4.8
2.7
3.7
6.1
4.2
a) b)
Figure 4.9: (a) Schematic diagram of organic nanovoid cell layers. (b) Energy
level diagram of the device.
The design is similar to the standard ITO-pedot:pss-P3HT:PCBM-Al or-
ganic solar cell fabricated by collaborators in the OptoElectronics Group
at the Cavendish Laboratory and more widely across the organic solar cell
community. It is a robust cell with excellent efficiency (> 5%) and has been
extensively studied in the literature [54, 58]. The only material changed with
our design is the ITO layer - replaced with a plasmonic silver substrate. This
change is not trivial however, since this forces our aluminium contact to be
thin and semi-transparent, discussed further in Chapter 6.
Silver nanovoids of 400 nm diameter grown to half-height form the sub-
strate, on which pedot:pss (poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrene-
sulfonate), Cambridge Display Technologies) is spin-coated to form the hole-
conducting layer. A 1:0.8 (by weight) blend of regioregular poly(3-hexylthiophene)
(P3HT, Merck) and phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM, Nano-C)
dissolved in dichlorobenzene at a concentration of 20 mg/mL, and spin-coated
to form the active polymer layer. A thin (15 nm) layer of aluminium forms
the semi-transparent contact. Further fabrication details are discussed in
Chapter 6.
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4.7.2 Amorphous silicon nanovoid solar cell
The solar cells that are presented in Chapter 7 have the device layer structure
presented in Figure 4.10.
silver nanovoids
Al:ZnO
i-aSi:H, n-aSi:H
ITO
Ag Al:ZnO n-aSi:H i-aSi:H ITO
4.4 4.5
4.0
5.7
4.8
a) b)
Figure 4.10: (a) Schematic diagram of amorphous silicon nanovoid cell layers.
(b) Energy level diagram of the device.
The device is based on the Schottky-junction between the a-Si:H layer and
the ITO. A transparent conducting layer of aluminium doped ZnO (1 %wt.,
Testbourne) is included as a buffer to prevent diffusion of silver into the a-Si:H
during PECVD. Silver nanovoids of 200-500 nm are used as the substrate with
varying Al:ZnO thicknesses between 30 - 200 nm. ITO (80 nm) is sputtered
on top of the a-Si:H layer to form the transparent contact.
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Chapter 5
Characterisation and
simulation
This chapter presents the techniques of characterisation and simulation. Sec-
tions 5.1 and 5.2 describe the optical and electrical experimental rigs used
for measurement, and Section 5.3 discusses the methods of computational
simulation of the electromagnetic field within nanostructures.
5.1 Optical characterisation
Alongside standard optical microscopy and electron-microscopy, characteri-
sation of the voids is undertaken using angle-resolved reflectivity in a purpose-
built goniometer setup (Fig. 5.1), originally developed at the University of
Southampton. From this rig, analysis of broadband angularly-resolved re-
flectance allows direct access to the energy-momentum dispersion relation
of optical modes within structured devices. A fibre-coupled supercontinuum
white light sources is used for illumination; for Chapter 6 we use a pas-
sively mode-locked 1064 nm, 1 nm, microchip laser (JDS Uniphase) passed
through a holey fibre (Blaze Photonics) to deliver a continuous spectrum
from 480-1500 nm, and for Chapters 7 and 8 we use a Fianium, SC450-6
at 4 W quasi-continuous that delivers a spectrum from 380-1500 nm. In each
case, the light source is attenuated via beam-samplers, collimated and passed
through a linear polariser. The beam is then guided and focused onto the
sample at a beam power of 0.1 mW, spot size 0.2 mm2 and power density
50 mW/cm2. The sample can be moved both in-plane (x and y) and rotated
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Figure 5.1: Schematic diagram of angularly-resolved reflectance setup. The
sample rotation stage and collection arm are independently moved, allowing full
automated control of light incidence in x,y,θ and φ directions on the sample.
in the θ and φ directions. To enable these degrees of freedom, the laser beam
must be incident on the sample at the centre of both planes of rotation, with
the sample precisely aligned in the same plane. This alignment is sensitive
and requires a high degree of precision to ensure reflected light is focused
to precisely land on the 500µm diameter fibre-couple in the collection arm.
The collection fibre leads to a spectrally-flat polka-dot beam-splitter which
sends light through visible and IR filters within a cage-optics system before
coupling to visible (Ocean Optics QE65000) and near-infrared (Ocean Optics
NIRQuest) spectrometers respectively. Both spectrometers are connected to
a software package (Igor, Wavemetrics) that allows simulataneous control of
goniometer motors and spectra-recording in the same interface. This setup
allows fully-automated scans in each of the x, y, θ and φ directions. The fi-
nal system is able to record reflectance spectra from λ=380 - 1500 nm across
incident angles 0 - 70◦, producing the graphs presented in Chapters 6 and 7.
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Figure 5.2: Custom experimental photovoltaic set-up allowing microscopic con-
trol of prober tip location and simultaneous electrical and optical characterisation.
5.2 Electrical characterisation
To measure the electrical response of nanovoid solar cells a custom-made
electrical measurement rig was developed. A Keithley 4200 Semiconductor
Characterisation System (K4200) is connected via triax cable to a prober sta-
tion mounted underneath the objective of an optical microscope (Olympus
BX50) . The prober tip consists of fine steel needles wrapped with thin gold
wires (0.5 mm diameter) that serve as the final contact to the electrical device
under test. The prober station rests on a stepper motor (Newport SMC100)
allowing automated micron control over the height of the prober tip. For illu-
mination, light from a 75 W Xenon lamp (Bentham IL75e) is passed through
a double-turret mounted monochromator (Bentham DTMc300) and fibre-
bundle-coupled into the optical microscope. An 800 nm short-pass filter is
loaded into the microscope to ensure second-order illumination is blocked,
before final focusing through a 10x objective onto the sample (at an aver-
age power density of 1 mW/cm2). Reflected light is fibre-coupled through
the microscope to a visible spectrometer (Ocean Optics QE65000). Each of
the components - K4200, stepper motor, monochromator and spectrometer -
are computer-controlled via Igor allowing simultaneous optical and electrical
measurement (Fig. 5.2) with micrometer precision of the prober tip location.
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5.3 Modelling
Alongside experiments we undertake theoretical modelling to understand the
behaviour of light in our nanostructures. Computational simulations allow
an understanding of the fate of light within such devices and provide a frame-
work for predicting optimal design features for absorption enhancement.
There are various approaches to model the behaviour of light in nanostruc-
tured geometries including finite-difference time-domain techniques (FDTD),
discrete dipole approximations and boundary-element methods. Each ap-
proach has a suited class of problems for which it is most efficient. For this
project we use boundary-element methods and FDTD simulations to analyse
the behaviour of light in nanovoids and randomly textured substrates. This
section reviews these two methods, the geometries for which they are suited,
and the features of each that must be considered to ensure the optical physics
is realistically modelled.
5.3.1 BEMAX
Analytical solutions to Maxwell’s equations exist for spherical particles through
Mie theory, but are not able to be extended to irregular structures such as
the truncated spherical cavities of nanovoids. The spherical symmetry of
nanovoids does, however, allow for more efficient computation of electrody-
namics than with non-symmetric structures. We use a boundary-element
method developed by our collaborator F. J. Garcia de Abajo at the Insti-
tuto de Optica CSIC in Spain. The model, named ‘BEMAX’ for Boundary
Element Method for AXial symmetry, is able to efficiently calculate the full
electromagnetic field within cylindrically symmetric structures by reducing
the exact solutions of Maxwell’s equations to integrals over surface charge
and current [113]. These surface charges and currents define the vector and
scalar potentials A¯ and φ, which then allow calculation of the E and B
fields. The approach is able to calculate axially symmetric structures (such
as nanovoids) in full 3D with greater efficiency than both electromagnetic
solvers and discrete dipole approximations. Extensive testing of BEMAX
was carried out, both by Prof Abajo and our research group. The first such
validation is done via comparison with Mie theory and the publicly available
Mie calculator MiePlot (Fig. 5.3). A difference of less than 0.1 % is observed
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in absorption cross-section - representative of a wide range of tests for the
code.
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Figure 5.3: Absorption cross-section calculations with BEMAX and Mie theory
for a 100 nm radius silver nanoparticle. Two independent calculations of the cross-
section are used in BEMAX - one via the integration of the Poynting vector over the
surface of the sphere, and one through the optical thereom. Results are compared
with MiePlot - three data points are present in the graph with the difference
between them less than 0.1 %. The inset shows the |E|2 field spatial profile at
λ=600 nm.
For structures that cannot be calculated with Mie theory, the test of BE-
MAX is through comparison with experiment. Previous research has exten-
sively studied BEMAX calculations of spherical nanovoid arrays and found
close agreement of experimental and simulated reflectance at a wide range
of angles and void parameters [22]. Similar calculations are published of
coupled spherical particles [114] and particle-in-void arrays [115].
The geometry input for BEMAX is generated by defining a closed surface
separating two materials. This approach is suited for solid closed objects
such as nanoparticles, but poses a challenge for modelling semi-infinite sur-
faces that instead form a boundary between two half-planes. To surmount
this problem, surfaces are closed by a ‘virtual’ structure that allows the def-
inition of material regions, but does not support surface charge or current
(Fig. 5.4a). In practice, this works efficiently for surfaces where the sur-
rounding material is either air or another non-absorbing dielectric. Coating
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void
'virtual' boundary
metal
BEMAX geometry
coated void
edge effects
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coated virtual boundary
Figure 5.4: Typical input geometry for voids in BEMAX showing the position
of the virtual structure (a). Calculated |E|2 fields for a 400 nm diameter Ag void
coated with silicon, with large (10µm) coated virtual boundary (greatly zoomed
out) showing unphysical edge effects (b).
a surface with discrete layers on top (such as a nanovoid with solar cell lay-
ers) leads to light being guided through the virtual structure to the rear
of the simulation region, resulting in unphysical simulation of absorption
cross sections for the void region. A significant research effort was devoted
to eliminating this artifact by myself, Part III student Mathias Arens and
Prof. Abajo. We introduced radial artificial absorption profiles, outcoupling
structures and tapered guiding layers with coated void structures, but each
proved unable to limit the coupling of light into guided modes in the virtual
structure - resulting in unphysical simulations of the optical field (Fig. 5.4b).
A strategy for overcoming this is to include periodic boundary conditions in
the boundary-element method, currently being developed by Prof Abajo. In
summary, BEMAX is found to be a fast and suitable tool for the simula-
tion of localised plasmons in single nanovoid structures. For the simulation
of layer-coated nanovoid arrays and the inclusion of surface plasmons from
the hexagonal lattice, we developed finite-difference time-domain approaches,
discussed next.
5.3.2 Lumerical
Finite-difference time-domain modelling discretises space into cells of finite
volume. A broadband pulse of light is incident on the system where the fre-
quency span of the pulse is directly related to its narrowness in time through
Fourier transform. The essence of FDTD modelling arises from the consid-
eration that the time derivative of the E-field is proportional to the curl of B
(Equation 2.3). At a particular timestep the curl of B is evaluated across the
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discretised cell (known as a Yee cell), which allows calculation of the change
in E. This is repeated for the B-field, and the simulation leapfrogs through
time until the simulation reaches a steady-state once the pulse has passed.
This approach is well suited to a system for which the broadband frequency
response is desired (such as a solar cell). The limitations to FDTD modelling
arise from the need for fine discretisation in space, with the cell size needing
to be smaller than both wavelength and nanostructure feature size. A further
complication arises from the internal requirement that the broadband pulse
is defined with a single wavevector for all frequencies. For normal incidence
this is not an issue, but for light incident at a set oblique angle it means
that each wavelength of light, whilst having the same in-plane component of
momentum, will have an incident angle different from the set angle.
Example Lumerical Input Geometry
structure layers
light source
z-boundary PML
modelling region
field monitor regionx,y
periodic
boundary
conditions
Figure 5.5: Example input of Lumerical FDTD software showing the geometry
of simulated objects and the modelling region.
We installed and the developed simulations with the commercially avail-
able software Lumerical [116], where a typical input geometry (Fig. 5.5)
defines regions graphically or through script to allow detailed control over
source, monitor and feature parameters. The software is routinely used in the
broader optics research community with published validation [116], though
we carry out further validation by comparing simulations and reflectance
measurements on planar surfaces, alongside tests between scattering cross-
sections for spherical particles and those obtained from analytical Mie solu-
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tions. With reference to planar layers and simple transfer matrix calculations
(presented in Chapter 7), these comparisons provide the ‘sanity tests’ for our
use of this software.
5.4 Summary
We harness each of optical, electrical and computational approaches to under-
stand plasmon-enhanced absorption in nanostructured solar cells. Angularly-
resolved reflectance measurements provide direct access to the energy-momentum
dispersion relation of optical modes within nanostructures. Spectrally-resolved
photocurrent measurements allow electrical characterisation of devices and
a means to separate parasitic absorption in metal and absorption in the ac-
tive material that contributes to photocurrent. Computational simulations
allow both an understanding of optics within nanostructured devices and a
tool to predict optimum structures for maximum absorption enhancement.
We utilise all of these in examining solar cell performance in the next two
chapters.
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Organic plasmon-enhanced
nanovoid solar cells
6.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the performance of organic solar cells fabricated on
nanovoid substrates. Cell design is discussed first followed by the presenta-
tion of results. Localised plasmon resonances of spherical nanovoid arrays are
found to strongly enhance solar cell performance by a factor of 3.5 in external
quantum efficiency at plasmonic resonances, with a four-fold enhancement
in overall power conversion efficiency. This design represents a new class
of plasmonic photovoltaic enhancement: localised plasmon-enhanced absorp-
tion within nanovoid structures. Our novel nanovoid cell geometry (Fig. 6.2)
[117] simultaneously increases absorption while using the plasmonic substrate
for electrical contact. As with all rear-surface plasmonic designs, the absorp-
tion of short wavelengths is not compromised before reaching the resonant
plasmonic structures [63, 118], and enhancement can be achieved in con-
cert with top-surface light trapping techniques, including that of plasmonic
nanoparticles. Our nanovoid structures additionally display strong dewetting
properties [119] and have significant capacity for omnidirectional absorption
[120]. Angularly-resolved spectra demonstrate strong localised Mie plasmon
modes within the nanovoids. Theoretical modelling suggests a possible route
towards spatial separation of colour on the nanoscale for third generation
plasmonic photovoltaics.
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6.2 Methods
Metallic nanovoids are formed by electrochemical deposition through a tem-
plate of close-packed self-assembled latex spheres [34] as presented in Chap-
ter 4. The spheres are subsequently dissolved leaving an ordered array of
sphere segment nanovoids. Here we fabricate hemispherical silver nanovoids
of 200 nm radius and height.
To include a transparent cathode for organic devices on silver nanovoids,
various device geometries were examined. We first attempted to fabricate
a cell with the same standard device geometry of those regularly fabricated
in the Optoelectronics Group at the Cavendish Laboratory. This consists of
an ITO substrate, followed by polymer layers with evaporated Al contacts
at the rear of the cell. Contact ‘legs’ are attached to the device enabling
electrical measurements in a standardised photocurrent rig (Figure 6.1a).
organic PV polymers
silver substrate
direct prober contact
ITO sputtering
mechanical contact
ITO glass
a) b)
c) d)
Figure 6.1: (a) Standard polymer solar cell design. b) Attempts at forming the
top contact of nanovoid solar cells. c) Nanovoid solar cell. d) Schematic top-view of
nanovoid cell design. For scale, the optical bench in the photographs’ background
has holes of 6mm diameter.
Since silver forms the opaque substrate this led to an exploration of fabri-
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cating an ITO substrate on the top of the polymer layer. Direct sputtering of
ITO was examined alongside mechanical ‘sandwiching’ of ITO glass onto the
substrate. Both led to repeated shorting of devices. Sputtered ITO was found
to punch through the polymer layer, and sandwiching led to ITO directly
touching the silver substrate. In addition, we explored using an automated
gold prober tip (Chapter 5) to directly contact to the polymer layer. This too
led to scratching of the sample and subsequent shorting. A successful contact
geometry was found with semi-transparent aluminium forming the top con-
tact (Figures 6.1c and d). A schematic top-view of the cell is shown in Figure
6.2 alongside SEM images of the nanovoid cell. The nanostructured region is
typically of 1 cm in width and 0.5 cm in height. The width of each active solar
cell is typically 2 mm, with finger length approximately 1 cm. Illumination
is provided through the microscope, with spot size of 0.5 mm diameter, pre-
venting cross talk between devices. Devices are fabricated with the structure
Ag 
substrate 
Al  
top contact 
PEDOT:PSS 
flat 
P3HT:PCBM 
a 
b c 
nanovoids 
200 nm 200 nm 
Figure 6.2: (a) Schematic representation of the cell geometry with separate
flat and nanovoid regions sharing the same top electrode. Inset: Side-on view
of the nanovoid cell. (b) Scanning electron microscope images of polymer-coated
nanovoids and (c) polymer-coated nanovoids with evaporated Al top contact.
presented in Chapter 4. A 115 nm hole-conducting PEDOT:PSS layer is
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spun on top of the hemispherical nanovoids at 1500 rpm for 1 min with 0.3 %
(FSO Zonyl) surfactant and annealed at 180◦C for 30 min under nitrogen.
An organic photovoltaic polymer blend of P3HT (Merck) and PCBM (Nano-
C) is dissolved in ratio 1:0.8 (by weight) at a concentration of 20 mg/mL in
dichlorobenzene. The solution is spun at 1000 rpm for 1 min and annealed
at 115◦C for 15 min under nitrogen to form a 90 nm active layer. Finally,
15 nm of aluminium is thermally evaporated through a mask to conformally
pattern the semi-transparent top contact (Fig. 6.2c) and the device encap-
sulated with a thin glass coverslip.
6.3 Results
6.3.1 Angularly-resolved reflectance
Angularly-resolved reflectance of (a) polymer on flat silver, (b) uncoated
silver nanovoids, and (c) polymer-coated nanovoids (Fig. 6.3) provides direct
access to the energy-momentum dispersion relation of plasmonic resonances.
Measurements are taken with the goniometer presented in Chapter 5 and are
normalized to a flat silver mirror (NewFocus 5103).
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Figure 6.3: Angularly-resolved reflectance of (a) polymers on flat silver, (b)
bare silver nanovoids, and (c) polymers on silver nanovoids. Colour scale is
log(reflectance) with blue indicating high reflectance and red-white indicating low
reflectance.
The angularly-independent absorption of P3HT:PCBM polymer blends
on flat silver (Fig. 6.3a) shows the typical onset of absorption from 2.2 eV.
For uncoated silver nanovoids (Fig. 6.3b) propagating Bragg surface plasmon
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modes are seen, coupled via the ordered hexagonal lattice of the nanovoid
substrate [20, 22]. These provide a similar absorption enhancement mecha-
nism to the back-surface-grating-like structures reported previously [83, 84,
87, 88, 90, 121]. These Bragg modes for the silver/air interface red-shift in the
polymer-coated silver nanovoids (Fig. 6.3c) due to the increased refractive
index of the polymer relative to air, appearing at 2 eV.
For a silver nanovoid/air interface, localised modes only appear above
3 eV. These also red-shift when polymer layers (n=1.59) encapsulate the
void, as observed in our theoretical simulations (Fig. 6.4a). This red-shift is
sensitive to the polymer thickness inside the void and indicates the successful
conformal coating of the 115 nm PEDOT:PSS and 90 nm P3HT:PCBM
layers (Fig. 6.2b). Enhanced absorption is observed over a wide range of
angles, favourable for real environments with significant diffuse sunlight [120].
6.3.2 Theoretical simulation
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Figure 6.4: Boundary element simulations of angularly resolved absorption of
a silver nanovoid structure embedded in a dielectric of refractive index n = 1.59.
Red-white indicates higher absorption and blue indicating low absorption. (i-iv),
Electric field intensity profiles at plasmon resonances (positions marked by black
lines).
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Silver nanovoids are modelled with BEMAX (Chapter 5) and are embed-
ded in a non-absorbing dielectric with weighted refractive index matching
the solar cell layers. Localised (i.e. non-dispersive) Mie plasmons within the
cavity are seen above 2 eV, with specific momentum matching required for
the different modes [22], agreeing well with experimental results (Fig. 6.3).
Simulations of the |E|2 field intensity at these resonances (Fig. 6.4)
demonstrate the significant field enhancements within the void structure. It
is these regions of concentrated field that elicit enhanced absorption within
the polymer-coated nanovoids. Different spatial distributions for higher en-
ergy localised modes are observed within the void geometry [22].
Eg3
Eg2 Eg2
Eg1 Eg1
nanovoid
semiconductors
Figure 6.5: Schematic of a speculative third generation PV geometry using the
spatial separation of colour on the nanoscale found with plasmonic nanovoids.
Placing semiconductor materials at spectrally matched regions of plasmonic con-
centration allows selective enhancement of absorption suited to each material’s
bandgap Eg. Whilst there would be significant difficulties in fabricating such a de-
vice, we uncover here a novel route towards separating colour in the subwavelength
regime.
This spatial tuning suggests a first step towards plasmonic enhancement
for third generation thin-film PV devices, with nano-cavity plasmonic res-
onances at different wavelengths tailored to selectively enhance absorption
in matched materials at targeted device locations (Fig. 6.5). By locating
semiconductor materials where localised plasmons concentrate a particular
wavelength range of light, absorption enhancement can be selectively tar-
geted for each material’s bandgap, discussed further in Chapter 8. Possible
geometries include hot-carrier cells or multiple quantum dot cells, and whilst
future devices using this effect will require control of deposition far beyond
that achievable today and is purely speculative at present, we discover here
one of the first possible routes for spatially separating colour on the nanoscale
for PV enhancement, recently identified as a key mechanism for next gener-
ation photovoltaics (Polman and Atwater (2012) [122]).
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6.3.3 Photocurrent measurements
For the uncapped nanovoid/polymer structures a peak in absorption is ob-
served at 590 nm (Fig. 6.6a), rising again towards 500 nm. These absorption
enhancements correspond to the localised plasmon resonances near 2.2 eV
and 2.5 eV. The peak at 590 nm is due to a mixed mode [20] between the
localised mode and the propagating surface plasmons seen in Fig. 6.3(c).
Transfer matrix simulations (green lines) of the planar devices (with P3HT:PCBM
optical constants from Hoppe et al. [123]) match the flat data well.
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Figure 6.6: a) Extinction spectra, A(λ) = 1−R, at normal incidence for polymer
on silver nanovoids (measured, blue) and flat silver (measured, red) with transfer
matrix simulations for the planar structures shown in green. b) J-V curves under
xenon lamp illumination comparing nanovoid cells to flat cells. The dark J-V curve
is common to both. c) External quantum efficiency at zero bias and reverse bias
−1 V (d) of nanovoid cells vs. flat cells.
The enhanced optical absorption in the nanovoid geometry improves the
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PV performance. External quantum efficiency (EQE) at zero bias and a re-
verse bias of −1 V are measured with a monochromated xenon lamp. The
measurements at reverse bias extract nearly all of the light-generated car-
riers, separating effects of absorption enhancement and carrier transport.
Nanovoid and flat cell measurements are taken from the same cell-pixel con-
taining separate nanovoid and flat sections of the silver substrate (Fig. 6.2b).
The measurements are representative across a range of cell pixels and cell
batches.
A strong peak at 520 nm in charge-carrier generation is observed for the
nanovoid cell compared to the planar cell (Fig. 6.6c). The position of the
peak corresponds closely to the expected localised plasmon resonance of the
polymer-coated silver nanovoid, with the spectral shift from Fig. 6.6 due
to the red-shifting of the plasmon resonance by the inclusion of the Al top
contact and the sensitivity of resonance to thickness. We find that plasmonic
field enhancements for the Ag nanovoid/organic semiconductor system con-
tribute directly to enhanced photocurrent with proportionally higher absorp-
tion in the semiconductor than in the silver, highlighting the importance of
active material absorption for plasmonic cell design [121]. Little difference
is found between EQE at short circuit (Fig. 6.6c) and at -1 V (Fig. 6.6d)
measurements, indicating that the significant differences between nanovoid
and planar cells are due to light absorption and not charge-carrier extraction.
The nanovoid cell shows higher EQE across large spectral bandwidths from
λ = 450 − 650 nm. The slight improvement in planar device performance
for λ = 650 nm is due to the Fabry-Pe´rot mode between the flat Ag and
Al layers. Overall efficiencies are however limited by the excessive reflec-
tivity of the 15 nm Al top contact, with a maximum EQE of 7 % from all
devices. Transfer matrix simulations indicate < 8 % of incident light from
400− 800 nm is transmitted through the Al so that > 90 % of visible light is
reflected, implying effective internal efficiencies are really in excess of 50%.
In addition, layer thicknesses of the active polymer and PEDOT:PSS have
not been optimised for absorption and carrier extraction. The flatter EQE
of the planar cells from λ=460− 550 nm compared to Kim et al. [124] is also
due to these microcavity spectral effects, as well as contributions from wave-
length dependent carrier-extraction (seen from the EQE at −1V ). Despite
this, we clearly show here that absorption is enhanced over 460− 650 nm for
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a nanovoid cell compared to an identically prepared flat cell sharing the same
electrode.
6.4 Discussion
Three key features give rise to absorption differences between a flat cell and
a nanovoid cell: i) localised and surface plasmon coupling, ii) PV material
volume and morphology, and iii) light scattering from the textured back sur-
face. Fabricating cells within sphere segment voids increases the Ag substrate
area. Replacing flat substrates with textured nanovoids increases the aver-
age optical path within the cell. While both increased active semiconductor
area and enhanced scattering from the textured nanovoid substrate are sig-
nificant advantages to the nanovoid geometry, both are largely wavelength
independent. Neither can account for the strong increase in EQE at 520 nm.
We thus explain this enhancement by localised plasmonic resonances of the
polymer-coated silver nanovoid substrates.
The overall enhancement in charge-carrier generation for the nanovoid cell
compared to flat cells is expressed in the short-circuit current density (Jsc)
of the J-V curves (Fig. 6.6b, dark J-V curve common to both) under white
light (Newport Xenon Lamp 96000, AM1.5G spectral mismatch factor 2.0)
at an intensity equivalent to 0.5 suns at AM1.5G after spectral mismatch
correction. A sharp increase in Jsc from 0.13 to 0.53 mA/cm
2 is observed in
the nanovoid cell, with a corresponding increase in open circuit voltage (Voc)
from 370 mV to 420 mV. The fill factor of the nanovoid cell is slightly de-
creased from 0.53 to 0.44 for the nanovoid cell, possibly due to the increased
resistance of the now textured aluminium top-contact.
Overall, nanovoid cells show four-fold enhancement in total cell efficiency
from 0.052 % to 0.20 %. We refer to these organic plasmonic solar cells as
orgasmonic when showing enhancement ([125]). Absolute efficiency values
are currently limited by the significant reflection from the 15 nm Al top con-
tact. There are various routes by which this can be overcome. Through
optimisation of pressures during sputtering we can reduce the impact energy
of ITO molecules as they strike a polymer surface allowing gentle fabrica-
tion of a top contact without shorting. Further possibilities include using
conducting polymer films [83], and Ag nanowire meshes [102, 103]. These
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are the subject of next generation designs in progress - as typical for the
first demonstration of a new physical phenomena further optimisation is re-
quired to achieve technology-compatible results, however we find here clear
evidence for plasmonic enhancements to photovoltaics from this localised
plasmon configuration.
It is instructive to consider the efficiency enhancements that would be
possible with a present day record-efficiency cell. Whilst four-fold enhance-
ment is not possible - single-junction devices will always be constrained by
the Shockley-Quiesser limit - we expect gains of 5-10 % in relative efficiency
with careful optimisation of device fabrication. This enhancement would be
primarily through increases in EQE in the near-IR regions of the spectrum,
close to the bandgap edge where semiconductors absorb poorly. Further
enhancements are expected with the application of plasmonic structures to
solar upconversion [126], and other third generation concepts currently under
research [122].
6.5 Conclusions
In conclusion, we have fabricated solar cells within plasmonically-resonant
nanostructures to enhance absorption, demonstrating a new class of plas-
monic photovoltaic enhancement available to all solar cell materials. Sig-
nificant PV enhancement is observed in our nanovoid organic solar cells
compared to identically-prepared flat cells, with a four-fold enhancement of
overall power conversion efficiency, due largely to an increase in Jsc. This en-
hancement in nanovoid cells is primarily due to the strong localised plasmon
resonances of the nanovoid geometry. A possible route towards separat-
ing colour on the nanoscale is observed, suggesting future third-generation
devices that harness the spatial distribution of the plasmonic field. Our re-
sults indicate the significant potential for enhanced photovoltaics utilising
localised plasmon resonances within nanostructured geometries. We next
explore this potential for amorphous silicon solar cells and compare the plas-
monic enhancement from nanovoids to randomly textured silver, identifying
key design features for plasmon-enhanced thin-film solar cells.
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Amorphous silicon plasmonic
solar cells
7.1 Introduction
This chapter presents ultrathin amorphous silicon solar cells fabricated on
three different substrate geometries (Fig. 7.1): nanovoids, randomly-textured
glass and flat silver. Angle-resolved reflectance, external quantum efficiency
measurements and finite-difference time-domain simulations demonstrate the
importance of the spacer layer in determining mode profiles to which light can
couple. While 20 % enhancement of cell efficiency is observed for nanovoid
solar cells compared to flat, we find that with careful optimisation of the
spacer layer, randomly textured silver allows for an even greater enhancement
of up to 50 % compared to flat. Coupling mechanisms differ between periodic
silver nanovoid arrays and randomly textured silver substrates. Tailoring
the spacer thickness tunes the coupling between the near-field and trapped
modes with enhanced optical path-lengths. The balance of absorption for
the plasmonic near field at the metal/semiconductor interface is discussed
for a-Si:H solar cells.
Section 7.2 introduces the fabrication of devices. Section 7.3 examines
angularly-resolved reflectance and electrical measurements for each geometry.
Section 7.4 discusses the optical physics within each device, and Section 7.5
explores the balance of absorption between a-Si:H and the underlying Ag
plasmonic substrates.
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ITO 80nm
a-Si:H 50nm
Al:ZnO 30-200nm
Ag substrate
spacer layer
nanovoids Asahi
Figure 7.1: Schematic representation of substrate and layer structure for amor-
phous silicon solar cells.
7.1.1 Introduction to spacer layers
Spacer layers are often included in solar cell devices as a transparent con-
ducting layer between the rear-reflector and active semiconductor. Their role
is to prevent diffusion of the metal into the semiconductor, enhance reflection
from the rear surface, act as selective electron/hole-transporter, or a mix of
the above. For a-Si:H solar cells fabricated on silver contacts, a spacer layer
is necessary to prevent the diffusion of metal into the semiconductor. The
dielectric layer between the plasmonic feature and active absorber has been
examined to understand the distance dependence of plasmonic nanoparti-
cles from thin crystalline Si solar cells [127] and dye-sensitised cells [128].
With plasmonic substrates, previous research has investigated the optical
response of a-Si:H solar cells with plasmonic gratings [94, 129], numerically
simulated the dependence of buffer thickness on waveguide modes [130, 131],
and examined the buffer layer effect on performance for randomly textured
reflectors for thick a-Si:H solar cells [92]. The optical, electrical and compu-
tational study of thin solar cells presented in this chapter, with only 50 nm of
a-Si:H active layer, provides detailed access to understanding the absorption-
enhancing properties of the underlying nanostructures. Device performance
can be understood in terms of Fermi’s Golden Rule; by adjusting the local
density of states to which light can couple, the absorption enhancement in
the active semiconductor layer can be optimised.
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7.2 Methods
Three substrate geometries were investigated: sphere-segment silver nanovoids
of radius 100-250 nm grown to half-height, silver-coated randomly-textured
glass (150 nm Ag thermally evaporated onto Asahi VU-type [132]), and flat
cells (Fig. 7.1), each providing a framework for the investigation of different
light-coupling mechanisms within the ultrathin solar cell. Flat cells serve as
the reference for scattering-unassisted absorption within the device, with the
support of standing-wave Fabry-Perot (FP) type modes for thicker cell lay-
ers. Sphere-segment nanovoids harness strong plasmonic resonances weakly
tethered to the metal surface [20, 22] allowing the tracking of plasmonic
mode-shifts with different material coatings. Asahi VU type glass is a com-
mercially available glass with known roughness and serves as a quantitative,
reproducible representative of a randomly textured plasmonic substrate (Fig.
7.2).
400nm 300nmplain silver coated
Figure 7.2: AFM measurements on Asahi VU type uncoated glass (a) and coated
with 10 nm Cr and 150 nm Ag via thermal evaporation. RMS roughness values are
56 nm and 49 nm for plain and Ag coated substrates respectively.
Silver nanovoids are grown via self-assembly and subsequent electrochem-
ical deposition (Chapter 4), while Asahi VU type glass and flat glass sub-
strates are treated with 10 nm Cr and 150 nm Ag via thermal evaporation.
Fabricating working a-Si:H solar cells on plasmonic substrates proved to
be a significant experimental challenge. Amorphous silicon devices typically
use a chromium substrate as the rear-electrode, followed by a-Si:H deposition
and an ITO top-contact. Depositing a-Si:H directly onto Ag or Au leads to
metal diffusion into the semiconductor, causing nanocrystallisation and non-
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conformal coating (Fig. 7.3a). To eliminate this we systematically explored a
broad range of throttle pressures, gas compositions, substrate temperatures
and plasma powers during a-Si:H deposition, but continued to find persistent
nanocrystallisation. As a result we next investigated the use of a buffer
layer to allow smooth deposition. A range of materials were investigated
including a thin layer of evaporated chromium and an adsorbed monolayer
of APTMS ((3-aminopropyl)-trimethoxysilane, Fig. 7.3b). Chromium led to
smooth coatings but was found to severely quench the plasmonic response
of nanovoids; APTMS coatings resulted in non-uniform deposition of silicon
over the sample.
1um 5um
a) b)
Figure 7.3: a) Amorphous silicon solar cell fabrication directly on Au nanovoids
showing nanocrystallisation of a-Si:H and subsequent uneven ITO coating. The
unconformal deposition without a buffer layer results in shorted cells. b) a-Si:H
deposited on an APTMS monolayer adsorbed onto a flat Au substrate.
A suitable buffer layer was found in aluminium-doped zinc oxide, de-
posited via RF magnetron sputtering (Al:ZnO, 1-99% wt, Testbourne Ltd.).
Aluminium doped zinc oxide is highly transparent in the visible spectrum
and at 1-99% wt doping ratio has resistivity of < 10−3 Ωcm−1 and carrier
concentrations in excess of 1020cm−3. It is an ideal material for the spacer
layer in a-Si:H solar cells and supports conformal coating (Fig. 7.4). Thick-
nesses of δAZO = 30, 100 and 200 nm were sputtered onto each substrate and
overcoated with 50 nm of a-Si:H (15 nm n-type, 35 nm i-type) via plasma-
enhanced chemical vapor deposition (RF Plasmalab µP), before RF sputter-
ing 80 nm of indium tin oxide (ITO) as the top contact. Gradual smoothening
of nanoscale features is observed with increasing layer thickness (Fig. 7.4).
External quantum efficiency (EQE) measurements are performed using a
250 W tungsten halogen lamp (Newport, Simplicity QTH) dispersed through
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400 nm 
a) 
d) 
b) c) 
 f) e) 
Figure 7.4: (a,d) Scanning electron micrographs of silver nanovoids (top) and
silver coated Asahi glass (bottom) with plain silver (a,d), 30 nm of Al:ZnO and
50 nm of a-Si:H (b,e), and 200 nm of Al:ZnO and 50 nm a-Si (c,f).
a monochromator (Oriel Cornerstone 130) used with a filter wheel to block
higher spectral orders. Current is measured with a Keithley 2635 source mea-
sure unit. Short-circuit current density measurements are obtained via inte-
grating the external quantum efficiency response: Jsc =
∫
N(λ)×EQE(λ)dλ,
with N(λ) the photon flux of the AM 1.5 G spectrum. Jsc measurements are
further separated for wavelengths above and below 600 nm to elucidate detail
from short and near band-gap edge regions of the spectrum.
7.3 Geometry
7.3.1 Nanovoids
We first examine the optical modes of the nanovoid cells in angle-resolved
reflectance with the goniometer described in Chapter 5. The light source
is a supercontinuum white-light laser (Fianium, λ = 410 − 1500 nm), and
measurements are normalised to a flat silver mirror.
With 30 nm coating of aluminium doped zinc oxide (Al:ZnO), we can iden-
tify distinct plasmonic modes with Mie theory [22] that red-shift due to the
higher refractive index compared to air (Fig. 7.6a compared to 7.5a). These
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Figure 7.5: Angle reflectance measurements of silver nanovoids of 250 nm radius
in a) TM and b) TE polarisation. Color scale is log(reflectance) with blue indicat-
ing high reflectance and red-white indicating low reflectance. Modes are labelled
according to [22].
resonances retain sharp linewidths and high intensities indicating strong con-
finement and long plasmon lifetimes which prove significant in the contribu-
tion to active semiconductor absorption in the a-Si coated device, discussed
further below. Higher-order modes tune into the visible spectrum for 200 nm
of Al:ZnO coating (Fig. 7.6b,d) alongside interaction with standing wave
modes within the curved Al:ZnO cavity.
Optical absorption modes of nanovoids coated with the complete cell
structure of Al:ZnO/a-Si/ITO exhibit strong dependence on the thickness of
the spacer layer. Bragg-scattering surface plasmon modes in TM (black lines
in Figure 7.6e) alongside photonic crystal like modes (white lines) arising
from the hexagonal lattice of nanovoids are present in the solar cell with
thin Al:ZnO coating [20]. Strong extinction is observed for energies > 2.3 eV
owing to both scattering from the structure and absorption in the metal
layer. For solar cells with thick Al:ZnO coating the absorption is dominated
by non-dispersive localised plasmon modes within the voids structure (Fig.
7.6f,h), where the broad spread of each mode in wavevector (angle) shows
localisation in real space.
These optical interactions within the device manifest in the electrical re-
sponse of the solar cells (Fig. 7.7). Whereas optical extinction includes scat-
tering, parasitic absorption in the metal and photocurrent generated in the
active semiconductor, spectrally-resolved electrical measurements highlight
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Figure 7.6: Angle reflectance of Ag nanovoids coated with Al:ZnO (top) and
complete cell layers (bottom) in TM (left) and TE (right). Labelling discussed in
text.
the optical modes that contribute directly to enhanced efficiency.
From the reduction in optical extinction at high-energies alongside the
corresponsding increase in extracted photocurrent (Fig. 7.7a), we infer that
parasitic absorption in the silver substrate for 30 nm Al:ZnO coated cells is
reduced once the Al:ZnO spacer thickness increases to 100 nm, in agreement
with measurements on thin Ag gratings [94], causing the sharp doubling of
Jsc from 3 to 6 mAcm
−2. The enhancement is primarily produced at shorter
wavelengths where the tightly-confined localised surface plasmon resonances
(LSPRs) are allowed to occupy more of the nanovoid cavity. The vertical
surface plasmon decay length for a flat Ag/Al:ZnO interface (|kz|−1 where
kz =
√
k2|| − AZO(ωc )2) is 90 nm for light of 600 nm wavelength and hence,
for the 30 nm Al:ZnO coated cell, the plasmon mode still strongly overlaps
with the a-Si:H layer. Here, k|| is the surface plasmon wavevector and AZO
is the dielectric function for Al:ZnO. For amorphous silicon this overlap leads
to significant absorption in the silver layer and hence supressed photocurrent
at shorter wavelengths, further discussed in Section 7.5.
We find the main effect of localised plasmons in silver nanovoids with
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Figure 7.7: a) EQE measurements for a-Si:H nanovoid solar cells with varying
spacer thickness. b) Short-circuit current density for nanovoids cells versus Al:ZnO
thickness, decomposed for λ < 600 nm and λ > 600 nm.
30 nm of spacer layer to be quenching of optical modes leading to absorption
in the metal. With 100 nm of the Al:ZnO spacer layer, the optical thick-
ness of the entire device (now 560 nm) is able to support modes that are a
mix between localised plasmons and standing-wave modes within the cavity.
The good overlap of this field profile with the active semiconductor layer con-
tributes to the strong increase in Jsc. With 200 nm of Al:ZnO, less absorption
is present between 1.5-2 eV and above 2.5 eV (Fig. 7.6f,h). This decrease in
overlap of optical mode with the absorption spectrum of the a-Si layer espe-
cially for shorter wavelengths is responsible for the decrease in photocurrent
within the device (Fig. 7.7a).
7.3.2 Randomly textured
Silver-coated randomly textured glass displays the broad plasmonic reso-
nances expected from an agglomeration of silver nanoparticles of assorted
size between 50-200 nm (Fig. 7.8). The resonances red-shift from the quasi-
static dipole peak for silver nanoparticles at 400 nm (3.1 eV), and broaden
when coated with 30 nm of Al:ZnO (Fig. 7.9a,c) due to its higher refractive
index. When coated with a-Si:H and ITO layers, the 30 nm Al:ZnO cell shows
further red-shift and broadening of the localised resonances along with ab-
sorption from the a-Si layer (Fig. 7.9e,g). For the textured silver coated with
200 nm of Al:ZnO distinctly different reflectance response is observed with
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Figure 7.8: Angle reflectance measurements of silver coated Asahi glass with a)
TM and b) TE polarisation. Labelling discussed in text.
strong extinction at Fabry-Perot (FP) resonance λ = 2nδAZO (Fig. 7.9b,d),
where n and δAZO are the refractive index and thickness of the Al:ZnO layer.
When coated with cell layers (Fig. 7.9f,h) this increased optical thickness
enables the plasmonic resonances of the textured silver to resonantly scatter
light in-plane within the device. The longer optical path lengths arising from
this scattering accounts for the difference between the Asahi and flat cells.
These optical features again manifest in the electrical response of each cell.
For the 30 nm Al:ZnO cell, localised surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs)
arising at the tips and cavities of the textured silver substrate generate ab-
sorption in the silver layer (shown by the large absorption at short wave-
lengths, but low EQE), suppressing the photocurrent for shorter wavelengths
similarly as for the nanovoid solar cell (Fig. 7.10a). As the spacer thick-
ness increases to 100 nm and the silicon layer spatially moves away from the
strong near-field at the Ag/Al:ZnO interface, the increased optical thick-
ness now supports scattering in-plane generating enhanced absorption across
the spectrum and contributing to a 30% increase in photocurrent from 5.2-
6.7 mA/cm2.
With 200 nm of Al:ZnO further enhancement to scattered optical path
lengths is supported, with field-profiles that overlap with the a-Si layer both
spatially and spectrally at approximately 2 eV, as shown with finite-difference
time-domain simulations in Section 7.4.1. This field profile generates in-
creased photocurrent within the device (Fig. 7.10b) to 7.9 mA/cm2, 50%
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Figure 7.9: Angle reflectance of silver Asahi substrates coated with Al:ZnO (top)
and complete cell layers (bottom) in TM (left) and TE (right). Labelling discussed
in text.
higher than for the 30 nm device. This electrical response is due to both
the broad scattering resonance of the silver-coated textured glass embedded
within the FP-type cavity profile, alongside the enhanced optical thickness
within the device supporting multiple guided (G) modes. The scattering con-
tribution of the textured dielectric layer interface is also significant and has
been shown to provide enhancement to optical path-length and absorption
for both random and periodic structures [65].
This sensitive dependence to total optical thickness becomes apparent
with ultrathin absorbing layers. Previous research has examined cells with
active material thicknesses larger than that required to absorb most of the
incident light [92, 94, 133]. Here, with approximately a quarter of the nat-
ural absorption thickness we are able to enhance photocurrent by 50% by
increasing only the spacer layer thickness. A key optical design feature for
ultrathin solar cells is identified that significant absorption gains can be made
through the inclusion of optically thick spacer layers, without the need for
increasing semiconductor thickness. These results bridge those from thin so-
lar cells on plasmonic substrates and those based on waveguide architectures
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Figure 7.10: a) EQE measurements for a-Si:H Asahi solar cells with varying
spacer thickness. b) Short-circuit current density for nanovoids cells versus Al:ZnO
thickness, decomposed for λ < 600 nm and λ > 600 nm.
with non-absorbing cladding layers [134].
7.3.3 Flat
Whilst a practical reference architecture for industry is solar cells fabricated
on randomly textured metal, cells fabricated on flat silver provide a baseline
for device performance unnassisted by both plasmon near-field and enhanced
scattering. As expected, angle resolved reflectance of flat silver coated with
30 nm of Al:ZnO (Fig. 7.11a,c) shows little change from flat silver, with the
200 nm coated silver (Fig. 7.11b,d) showing the faint onset of Fabry-Perot
(FP) resonance at 2.6 eV.
The spectral overlap of the FP resonance with the absorption spectrum
of a-Si proves important for producing sufficient absorption in the ultrathin
a-Si layer. The strong absorption at 2.7 eV (460 nm) due to the FP resonance
at short wavelengths (Fig. 7.11e,g) for the 30 nm coated cell is the reason
for the major contribution to Jsc of light with λ <600 nm (Fig. 7.12b). As
the spacer layer thickness increases to 100 nm, the FP resonance peak shifts
spectrally towards the red whilst spatially being now located inside the a-Si
layer (see Section 7.4.1), contributing to a 25% increase in photocurrent from
4.2-5.3 mA/cm2. From EQE measurements (Fig. 7.12a) we see the spectral
position of the FP peak red-shifts out of the region of strong absorption from
a-Si:H at shorter wavelengths. Alongside the spectral overlap, the spatial
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Figure 7.11: Angle reflectance of flat silver coated with Al:ZnO (top) and com-
plete cell layers (bottom) in TM (left) and TE (right). Labelling discussed in
text.
overlap of the field profile with the absorbing layer proves important, and we
observe this via FDTD simulations discussed below.
7.4 Discussion
7.4.1 Simulations
We find the role of the spacer layer to vary for each cell geometry. FDTD
simulations [116] highlight the changing field profiles across each device with
changing spacer thicknesses (Fig. 7.13). Simulations are in 3D, dielectric
constants for Ag [31], Al:ZnO [135], a-Si:H [95] and ITO [95] are taken from
the literature. We present field profiles for λ = 600 nm to serve as a quali-
tative representative of optical profiles within each device. Finite difference
time-domain simulations are undertaken with Lumerical FDTD Solutions
software. Surface parameters for the randomly textured silver profile are
imported from AFM measurements. Illumination is via a plane wave at nor-
mal incidence. The simulated region is 2µm2 in area, boundary conditions
are perfectly matched (100 layers) in the z direction and periodic in x, y.
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Figure 7.12: a) EQE measurements for a-Si:H flat solar cells with varying spacer
thickness. b) Short-circuit current density for nanovoids cells versus Al:ZnO thick-
ness, decomposed for λ < 600 nm and λ > 600 nm.
Though the introduction of periodic boundary conditions is not physical for
randomly textured surfaces, having illumination at normal incidence, a large
simulation area, and with reference to previous modelling [64], the errors
arising from this assumption are expected to be < 5 %. For nanovoid cells,
increasing the spacer thickness changes the localised plasmon profile within
the device. For thin spacer thickness (Fig. 7.13i), weak excitation of plasmon
field is observed with the strongest localisation found for Al:ZnO thickness
of 100 nm (Fig. 7.13ii). With 200 nm of Al:ZnO (Fig. 7.13iii), the resonant
field is again reduced in strength, qualitatively matching the response found
in photocurrent (Fig. 7.7). For each void geometry the field profile is strongly
tethered to the surface and has only weak overlap with the amorphous sili-
con layer. This contrasts with the field profiles found previously for organic
solar cells fabricated in silver nanovoids (Chapter 6 and [125]), highlighting
the strong material dependence on plasmon absorption enhancement via the
near-field, discussed further in Section 7.5.
Asahi cells retain strong field enhancements for each spacer layer (Fig.
7.13iv-vi). For 30 nm spacing, strong fields are observed across the Ag/Al:ZnO
interface. For 200 nm spacing we see more localised field at the metal inter-
face, but also an increase of field inside the a-Si:H layer with optical nulls
either side in the lower-n ITO and Al:ZnO layers (Fig. 7.13vi). This guided
mode profile agrees with photocurrent measurements (Fig. 7.10) and the
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Figure 7.13: FDTD simulations of |E|2 intensity at 600 nm with increasing
Al:ZnO spacer thicknesses of 30,100 and 200 nm (left to right) for (i-iii) nanovoids,
(iv-vi) Asahi and (vii-ix) flat solar cells. Arrows mark the position of the a-Si:H
active layer.
strong field in the a-Si:H layer highlights the role of scattering when com-
pared with the null observed in the a-Si:H layer for the flat cell with same
spacer thickness (Fig. 7.13ix). Field profiles for flat cells show minimal
overlap with the a-Si:H layer at 600 nm, highlighting the need for scattering
features to couple incoming light to guided modes within the higher-n layer.
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7.4.2 Spectral analysis
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Figure 7.14: Extinction = (1-Reflectance) spectra for flat and Asahi substrates
coated with a)Al:ZnO and b) additional cell layers. Transfer matrix calculations
(blue lines) show the position of Fabry-Perot peaks for flat substrates. Arrows
mark the shift in peak extinction wavelength, indicating the increased path length
for Asahi substrates.
The effect of scattering features on absorption is observed through normal-
incidence extinction measurements (Fig. 7.14) of Asahi and flat cells. Peaks
of absorption in Al:ZnO coated flat silver broaden and red-shift when de-
posited on the randomly textured substrate (Fig. 7.14a), showing the detun-
ing of LSPRs. For the complete cell structure (Fig. 7.14b), both substrates
retain a FP type spectral profile with the Asahi substrate displaying both
stronger and broader absorption. This is explained by the Asahi substrate
providing scattering in multiple directions, allowing a broad range of optical
paths that couple to trapped modes within the a-Si:H which is clad with the
lower-n layers of ITO and Al:ZnO. EQE spectra for solar cells with 200 nm
Al:ZnO spacer layer (Fig. 7.15) reveal characteristics for each physical pro-
cess. Scattering from localised plasmons and FP resonances which couple
to guided modes result in enhanced optical path lengths within the device,
contributing to increased photocurrent across the spectrum for Asahi cells.
The sharper localised plasmon resonances of nanovoid cells (Fig. 7.6f,h) are
visible in the EQE spectrum, though little photocurrent is observed at short
(<450 nm) wavelengths. This is the primary cause of the reduced Jsc of the
nanovoids compared to the Asahi cells. EQE spectra of the flat solar cell
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Figure 7.15: External quantum efficiency of a-Si solar cells fabricated with
200 nm of Al:ZnO on Asahi VU type glass, Nanovoids, and Flat silver substrates.
LSPR = localized surface plasmon resonance, FP = Fabry-Perot resonance, GM
= Guided mode.
highlight the importance of matching FP modes spatially with the active
absorbing layer for ultrathin devices. With the 50 nm thickness of the a-Si
layer being much less than the absorption length (190 nm at λ =600 nm)
and in the absence of in-plane coupling, photocurrent generation relies sig-
nificantly on light-trapping within the active absorbing layer (Fig. 7.12b).
The dependence on scattering geometry is apparent when we compare the
effect of spacer layer thickness for each device type (Fig. 7.16). With broad
scattering resonances, randomly textured glass benefits monotonically from
increased spacer layer thicknesses. The optimum thickness for this ultrathin
device expected when decreasing charge-collection due to the thick Al:ZnO
layer counteracts the optical enhancement gained from greater scattering
into guided modes. Nanovoid cells with strong narrow plasmon resonances
generate absorption in the Ag for shorter wavelengths suppressing photocur-
rent for thin Al:ZnO thicknesses. Optimum photocurrent arises for 100 nm
Al:ZnO when the spatial distribution of plasmon modes overlaps most with
the a-Si:H layer. For 200 nm spacers the narrow linewidths of the plasmon
coupled modes now red-shift below the region of strong a-Si absorption, re-
sulting in reduced photocurrent from shorter wavelengths and lower Jsc. The
effect of Al:ZnO thickness on flat cells is to shift the spatial intensity distri-
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substrate.
bution across the device. For 100 nm thickness, an FP peak in the a-Si:H
layer contributes most to give maximum Jsc.
7.4.3 Geometry and curvature
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Figure 7.17: Jscvs curvature for cells with 30 nm Al:ZnO on flat silver, nanovoids
with radius 100, 150, 200 and 250 nm and silver-coated Asahi glass.
To examine the dependence of geometry on the effect of the near-field
plasmon resonance, solar cells are fabricated on nanovoids with radii of 100,
150, 200 and 250 nm (Fig. 7.17), each with thin (30 nm) Al:ZnO layer. Angle
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Figure 7.18: Angle reflectance scans of nanovoids with varying radius coated
with 30 nm of Al:ZnO (top) and complete solar cell layers (bottom) in TM. Left
to right: R=250 nm, 200 nm, 150 nm and 100 nm.
resolved reflectance shows the position of localised plasmon modes shifting
to the visible for voids of increasing radius (right to left, top section Figure
7.18)[22]. For nanovoid cells (bottom section Figure 7.18) the spectral overlap
of plasmonic effects with the region of a-Si:H absorption leads to enhanced
photocurrent.
Jsc of each is plotted against the curvature of the voids (1/R) with flat
and Asahi provided for comparison. Nanovoid Jsc decreases with increasing
curvature (decreasing radius) of the nanovoid. That is, as the radius of
the nanovoid decreases localised plasmon resonances are excited at higher
energies [22] and are unable to generate enhanced photocurrent in the a-Si:H
layer.
The effect of plasmonic geometry is found to be different for randomly
textured silver. Asahi cells do not match the trend of reduced Jsc for increased
curvature. This highlights a key optical difference between the confined lo-
calised plasmons of nanovoids and the plasmon-enhanced scattering of the
Asahi substrate, with the scattering proving more beneficial for solar cells
made with a-Si:H active layers.
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7.5 Amorphous silicon near-field absorption
To understand the differences in plasmonic enhancement between these amor-
phous silicon solar cells and the organic solar cells of Chapter 6, we ana-
lytically examine the balance of absorption for the |E|2 intensity field for
surface plasmon polaritons at a planar interface between silver and an ab-
sorbing semiconductor. Using a simple expression comprising only dielectric
functions of the materials we can identify the wavelength regions where the
near-field is expected to contribute to absorption enhancement in the semi-
conductor and when it can be expected to lead to undesired absorption in the
metal layer. This is a question that has not yet been resolved satisfactorily
in the literature.
In Chapter 8 we analytically derive this result and discuss its implications
for a wide range of photovoltaic materials. We present here the ratio for a-
Si:H cells (Fig. 7.19) and observe decreasing semiconductor absorption both
for short wavelengths (<500 nm) and longer wavelengths approaching the
band-edge at 950 nm. This indicates that for a-Si:H solar cells, plasmonic
substrates should be harnessed primarily for increased scattering and not
near-field enhancement, since the metal strongly absorbs both short and
long wavelengths where absorption is needed for the semiconductor. These
two plasmonic mechanisms can be mediated via the thickness and refractive
index of the spacer layer, with thicker high-n dielectrics suited for enhanced
scattering, further discussed in Chapter 8.
7.6 Conclusions
Ultrathin amorphous silicon solar cells are fabricated with varying Al:ZnO
spacer layers on two different plasmonic substrates alongside flat silver as a
reference. Angle-resolved reflectance and photocurrent measurements allow
identification of the coupling mechanisms of light with varying spacer layer,
highlighting the importance of this separation of absorbing and plasmonic
layers. A 20 % enhancement in cell efficiency is observed for nanovoid solar
cells compared to flat, but with optimisation of the spacer layer, randomly
textured silver allows for an even greater enhancement of up to 50 %. The
coupling to optical modes is found to sensitively depend on substrate geome-
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Figure 7.19: Ratio of power absorbed in a-Si:H to an Ag substrate with a surface
plasmon polariton excited at the interface. A ratio of 1 corresponds to absorption
purely in the semiconductor (SC), 0 to absoption in the metal.
try; the broad plasmonic resonances of silver-coated randomly textured glass
benefit from larger optical thicknesses supporting enhanced scattering within
the device.
Classical analysis of power absorbed at the interface between a metal and
a dielectric provides guidance for choosing the role of a plasmonic rear surface
for a-Si:H solar cells. Absorption in the metal substrate can be suppressed
through the inclusion of a thicker high-n dielectric as the spacer layer, al-
lowing greater coupling of plasmonic scattering to guided modes within the
active layer. For ultrathin solar cells, controlling the Al:ZnO spacer thick-
ness generates an increase in Jsc between 50-100%. The spacer is found to
be a significant mediator between plasmonic excitation of the near-field, ab-
sorption in the metal and coupling to guided modes within the device, and
identified to be a critical and useful parameter for device design.
We next discuss how the spacer can be utilised in thin film solar cells of
varying materials alongside general design principles and candidate geome-
tries for plasmon-enhanced photovoltaics.
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Chapter 8
Design principles and ongoing
research
This chapter discusses design principles for plasmonic solar cells and ongoing
projects towards enhanced light trapping for photovoltaics. It begins with the
analytical derivation of the absorption balance between a semiconductor and
a metal with a surface plasmon excited at the interface. It then discusses this
ratio for a wide range of leading photovoltaic materials and outlines design
principles for plasmonic surfaces and dielectric spacers in thin-film solar cells.
Section 8.3 presents solar cell geometries of ongoing and future research that
use these design principles.
8.1 Plasmon absorption balance
Plasmonic structures are included in thin-film solar cells for two reasons: en-
hanced scattering of light into solar cell layers leading to longer optical path
lengths, and enhanced optical near-fields leading to higher rates of charge-
carrier generation in an adjacent semiconductor [16, 67, 136]. Metal nanos-
tructures also contribute to parasitic absorption losses in solar cells [93, 94].
What has not yet been satisfactorily resolved in the literature is whether the
scattering action of plasmonic nanostructures is to be preferred over exciting
a strong near field in the adjacent active layer, or if plasmonic enhancement
occurs via the same mechanism for various PV materials.
To address this question we analytically derive the ratio of absorption
between a general absorbing dielectric and a metal when a surface plasmon
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polariton is excited at the interface. This ratio gives valuable insight into
the nature of plasmonic enhancement and allows clear identification of design
principles for plasmonic photovoltaics. Consider an electromagnetic wave at
metal
dielectricSPP
x
z
y
x
Figure 8.1: Plasmon geometry
the z = 0 plane travelling in the x direction with imaginary wavevector in
the z direction. The z = 0 plane separates a dielectric (˜1) and metal (˜2)
(Fig. 8.1). The general expression for the electric field is given:
~E = (Ex, Ey, Ez) e
i(k˜xx+k˜zz) (8.1)
with Re(kx) and Im(kz). For a surface plasmon propagating at the metal di-
electric interface the wavevectors are k˜x = k0
√
˜d ˜m
˜d+˜m
and k˜zj =
√
k20 ˜j − k˜2x,
with k0 =
ω
c
(Chapter 2). We then identify each component of the electric
field:
Ex = C1 e
i(k˜xx+k˜zz) (8.2)
Ey = 0 (8.3)
Ez = iC1
k˜x
k˜z
ei(k˜xx+k˜zz) (8.4)
This allows calculation of the field intensity:
|~E|2 = (E˜ · E˜∗) (8.5)
= C21
(
1 +
|kx|2
|kzj |2
)
e−2 Im(kzj ) z (8.6)
By considering the expression for energy dissipation in a lossy medium P =∫
dr 2ω0 Im(˜j) |~E|2 we can form the integral for power absorbed as a
function of height:
P =
∫
dr 2ω0 Im(j) C
2
1
(
1 +
|k˜x|2
|k˜zj |2
)
e−2 Im(k˜zj ) z (8.7)
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Integrating in the half-plane then yields the expression for plasmon absorp-
tion for each material:
P =
ω
kiz1
0 C
2
1 Im(1)
(
1 +
|k˜x|2
|k˜z1|2
)
(8.8)
From which we obtain the ratio of absorption in a dielectric (d) to the metal
(m):
Pd
Pm
=
kizm Im(˜d) (1 + |k˜x|2/|k˜zd|2)
kizd Im(˜m) (1 + |k˜x|2/|k˜zm|2)
(8.9)
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Figure 8.2: Ratio of power absorbed in various photovoltaic semiconductors
(SCs) and silver with a surface plasmon polariton excited at the interface.
For solar cells with plasmonic surfaces adjacent to the rear of the semi-
conductor layer, a high absorption ratio close to the band-gap edge is desired.
Since light of shorter wavelengths is preferentially absorbed near the front
surface, plasmonic surfaces at the rear of the cell should be optimally designed
to increase absorption of light of longer wavelengths near the band-gap edge
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[63]. For ultrathin solar cells with thickness at or below the absorption depth,
a high absorption ratio in the semiconductor is desired across the spectrum.
For cells made on Ag substrates we see that each of a-Si:H, GaAs, and c-Si
ratios show decreasing semiconductor absorption for both short wavelengths
and longer wavelengths approaching their respective bandgaps (Fig. 7.19),
crystalline silicon showing particularly strong parasitic metal absorption for
much of the visible spectrum.
On the other hand, CdTe, CIGS and P3HT:PCBM are found to absorb
more than ∼80 % of the plasmonic near-field across their absorbing spectrum.
These results enable us to predict the materials for which plasmonic near-
field excitation will be beneficial to absorption enhancement (CdTe, CIGS
and organic polymers), and where plasmonic substrates should be harnessed
more for increased scattering (a-Si:H, GaAs and c-Si).
It is instructive to place the plasmonic metal losses in context of the
total optical losses for a cell without plasmonic structures. For thin devices
fabricated with highly reflecting substrates (such as flat Al or Ag), metal
absorption in the rear reflector is typically lower than 5 %. However, the total
reflection losses for thin devices - where conventional anti-reflective coatings
are ineffective, alongside the weak absorption of semiconductors especially
near the band edge are typically larger than 10 % and hence warrant the
inclusion of carefully designed plasmonic structures. The nature of optimum
enhancement is seen to be sensitively dependent on semiconductor material
- a feature previously not identified in the literature.
Both near-field and scattering enhancements can be mediated via the
thickness and refractive index of the spacer layer. Thin low-n dielectrics
are suited for near-field coupling, thicker high-n dielectrics allow enhanced
scattering into guided modes by generating greater optical thicknesses.
The balance for crystalline silicon and GaAs indicate that structures
should be as scattering as possible. For these crystalline wafer-based ma-
terials a simple array of nanoparticles deposited on the rear surface of the
cell is expected to provide large enhancements, as confirmed in recent lit-
erature [62, 127]. Since amorphous silicon solar cells are not wafer-based
they are able to be deposited on top of textured substrates, and hence can
benefit from having the plasmonic structure as a rear electrode. With the
plasmonic substrate required to be as scattering as possible, amorphous sili-
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con solar cells are expected to benefit from deposition on randomly textured
silver-coated glass such as those presented in Chapter 7. For near-field en-
hancement of solar cells we desire surface plasmons to be excited for as long
as possible at wavelengths where the semiconductor absorbs weakly before re-
radiating at another scattering object, allowing the semiconductor the great-
est chance to generate a charge-carrier from the enhanced field. Nanovoids
and nanogroove geometries are expected to be beneficial where they include
smooth areas across which SPPs can propagate. The ongoing research into
these structures is discussed in the next section.
8.3 Ongoing research
There are various ways the results presented in this thesis can be taken
forward, we present three in this section: multiply-plasmonic and next-
generation nanovoid cells, optimisation of random substrates, and silicon
cells based on inverted-pyramid void structures.
8.3.1 Advanced nanovoid photovoltaics
Nanovoid geometries have shown four-fold enhancement for thin organic so-
lar cells (Chapter 6) and have promising potential for CdTe and CIGS de-
vices where near-fields can contribute strongly to enhanced absorption. For
organic cells, developing techniques to fabricate a transparent top contact
on nanovoid devices will allow further detailed probing of void geometry.
It will also allow better the study of organic cells fabricated on randomly
textured plasmonic substrates - a geometry not yet demonstrated in the lit-
erature. Candidate transparent electrodes include conducting polymers [83],
Ag nanowire meshes [102, 103] and ITO sputtered at higher pressure, reduc-
ing the impact energy of molecules as they diffuse from the sputter target
to the substrate. The optimisation of transparent electrodes is an ongoing
research area for device electronics.
Nanovoids geometries also allow the fabrication of multiply-plasmonic
structures and show potential for third generation PV, concepts that we
describe as ‘advanced nanovoid photovoltaics’.
Evaporating plasmonic metals at high incident angles onto semiconductor-
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high-angle Au evaporation for ring-void structures
spatially-tuned plasmon-enhancement for Third Gen PV
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Figure 8.3: a) Geometry for the fabrication of a ring array on the top of nanovoids
via high-angle evaporation. b) Schematic illustration of the field in ring-void struc-
tures. c) SEM of a gold ring-array on top of silver nanovoids separated by a
dielectric. d) Schematic for spatial separation of wavelengths in nanovoids for
Third Generation PV. e) Illustration of fields for nanovoid-particle structures. f)
Three-fold symmetric Au structures formed by electroplating through double-layer
templates of nanospheres.
coated nanovoids forms an interconnected array of plasmonic rings on the
rims of nanovoids that can also serve as the top contact for the device (Fig.
8.3a, b, c). Extraordinary transmission of light through sub-wavelength holes
was one of the first experiments that led to the modern field of plasmonics
[17], and there is considerable potential for interaction between these holes
and the strong fields inside nanovoids.
With collaborators at the University of Southampton, we have previously
examined the effect of multiple plasmonic structures for enhanced SERS, find-
ing an increase of two orders of magnitude in signal at molecular resonance
when Ag nanoparticles (with average radius of 9 nm) are deposited on the
surface of 300 nm radius gold nanovoids [137]. Strong field enhancements are
similarly expected for nanovoid solar cells with plasmonic particles placed on
the front surface (Fig. 8.3e).
Further novel geometries to explore with nanovoids include the intricate
three-fold symmetric structures formed via electroplating through a double
layer of close-packed spheres. Figure 8.3f shows gold structures where the self-
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assembly of latex spheres has led to a double-layer of close-packed spheres.
Subsequent electrodeposition of Au grows around the first layer of spheres (as
for normal nanovoids), and then continues to grow around the second layer
with intricate three-fold symmetric templating provided by the underlying
sphere layer. Exciting possibilities for novel PV design lay with multi-step
electrodeposition of gold or silver (to form nanovoids around the first sphere
layer), with CdTe PV layers subsequently electroplated around the second
sphere. This geometry provides optical enhancement from the nanovoids
with a rear contact geometry that is templated by the first layer of spheres.
The final concept for nanovoids that we outline here is their application
for spatial and spectrally-resolved plasmonic enhancement, first introduced
in Chapter 6. Whilst prisms and diffraction gratings spatially disperse light
with ease, they do so with structures much larger than the wavelength of
light. Separating colours in the sub-wavelength regime is significantly more
difficult. Silver nanovoids display varying spatial distribution for different lo-
calised plasmon resonances within the void geometry (conceptual illustration
in Figure 8.3d). These spatial distributions have been extensively studied by
our group [22] and are understood through the framework of Mie resonances
and spherical harmonics within the cavity; they provide a unique method
of spectrally separating colours in the sub-wavelength regime. By matching
semiconductor materials to the specific locations of plasmon resonance for
each wavelength range, absorption enhancement can be selectively targeted
for each material bandgap. Multiple quantum well cells or the selective con-
tacts of hot-carrier cells would have enhanced absorption of each wavelength
occuring precisely at the optimal location in the device (Fig. 8.3d). Whilst
the material control required to fabricate such devices is in the far future
and only speculative at this time, we identify here one of the first possible
concepts to separate colour with subwavelength structures, suggesting a pos-
sible route towards absorption enhancement for devices with thicknesses on
the nanometre scale and efficiencies beyond the Shockley-Queisser limit.
8.3.2 Optimising random textures
Asahi VU type glass (Chapter 7) is a commercially available substrate with
known roughness and serves as a quantitative, reproducible representative of
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a randomly textured plasmonic surface. Previous research has investigated
rough silver substrates with either thin Al:ZnO coatings only [138, 139] or
no overlying cell layers [140], parameters we have found to be critical for
determining the coupling of optical modes. Future work will systematically
explore the size, sharpness and density of scattering features on a plasmonic
substrate (Fig. 8.4) with varying thicknesses of the overcoated dielectric
spacer. This can be readily achieved both experimentally and computation-
dielectric spacer layer
textured plasmonic substrate
Figure 8.4: Illustration of plasmonic substrates with varying roughness and
spacer layer thicknesses for the optimisation of plasmonic-enhanced scattering.
ally. Using Asahi VU-type glass as a template, we can either etch the glass
before silver deposition or additionally deposit larger thicknesses of silver
to gradually smooth the scattering features before depositing varying thick-
nesses of a dielectric spacer. In simulation the smoothening can be achieved
simply by artificially broadening the surface profile in Lumerical calculations.
These investigations in concert will serve as a valuable guide for the tailoring
of plasmonic substrates for amorphous silicon solar cells and are ongoing.
8.3.3 Pyramid plasmonics for silicon PV
The metal-coated randomly textured surfaces outlined above are suitable
substrates for amorphous silicon solar cells, but cannot be similarly applied
to crystalline wafer-based materials that are more constrained in the range
of available surface geometries. What can be achieved with crystalline silicon
however, is the etching of pyramidal and honeycomb structures [141, 142].
Chemically etching the (100) surface of silicon to expose the (111) crystal
faces results in pyramidal surfaces; by defining a square mask before the etch
a regular array of pyramids can be formed. Gold-coated inverse pyramid
structures (called KlariteTM) have recently been investigated for plasmonic-
enhanced Raman scattering, showing strong reproducible enhancements of
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Raman signals by factors of up to 106 (Fig. 8.5a) [21, 36].
c-Sietched pyramids
Ag rear contact
thick dielectric spacer
1μm 1μm
a)
b) c)
d) e)
Figure 8.5: a) Illustration of Klarite with BEMAX modelling inside the pit. b)
Schematic of pyramid plasmonics for c-Si cells. c) Angle-resolved reflectance of
silver coated Klarite 1.4µm pitch. (d,e) SEM of a-Si:H and ITO layers on Ag-
coated Klarite. Klarite illustration adapted from [143].
We propose here a method for fabricating plasmonic substrates on the
rear of crystalline silicon solar cells by pyramidally etching the silicon sur-
face and overcoating with a thick dielectric spacer (SiO2) and Ag (Fig. 8.5b).
Pyramidal structures have had a long history of use in c-Si solar cells. Ini-
tially demonstrated in 1987 [141], they are still employed in today’s record
efficiency 25.0% PERL crystalline silicon solar cells for light trapping on the
front surface [9]. Plasmonic structures investigated for the rear of c-Si solar
cells have typically been Ag nanoparticles [62, 63, 80, 144]. The fabrication
of pyramidal plasmonic surfaces that additionally serve as the rear electrode
of a thin crystalline silicon solar cell has exciting potential.
As a preliminary investigation we have fabricated amorphous silicon solar
cells on top of silver-coated Klarite (Fig. 8.5d,e). Uncoated Klarite substrates
were obtained from Renishaw Diagnostics Ltd and thermally evaporated with
150 nm of silver. Localised and Bragg plasmonic modes are observed in an-
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gular reflectance from the silver structures (Fig. 8.5c) [36] and are expected
to provide strong light-trapping enhancements via scattering into the over-
lying cell layers. These solar cells are the subject of ongoing research in
collaboration with Renishaw Diagnostics.
8.4 Summary
The analytical expression for the balance of surface plasmon absorption be-
tween a semiconductor and metal yields practical design principles for thin
film solar cells. Amorphous silicon, GaAs, and c-Si ratios show decreasing
semiconductor absorption at both short and long wavelengths; crystalline
silicon shows particularly strong parasitic metal absorption for much of the
visible spectrum. CdTe, CIGS and P3HT:PCBM are found to absorb more
than ∼80 % of the plasmonic near-field across the spectrum, maintaining
high absorption ratio near the bandgap edge. These results enable us to pre-
dict the materials for which plasmonic near-field excitation will be beneficial
to absorption enhancement (CdTe, CIGS and organic polymers), and where
plasmonic substrates should be harnessed more for increased scattering (a-Si,
GaAs and c-Si). This strong material dependence is a feature not yet estab-
lished in the literature and can be mediated via the thickness and refractive
index of the spacer layer.
Using design principles from this analysis, we describe three areas of on-
going research: advanced nanovoid PV concepts, optimising random surfaces
concurrently with spacer thickness, and plasmonic pyramid structures for the
rear contact of silicon solar cells.
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Conclusions
This thesis has explored the use of plasmonic nanovoids for enhancing thin-
film solar cells. Cells were fabricated within plasmonically-resonant nanos-
tructures, demonstrating a new class of plasmonic photovoltaics. With de-
tailed consideration of the matrix of design parameters, novel cell geometries
were developed for both organic and amorphous silicon solar cell materi-
als (Chapter 4). An external-quantum efficiency rig was set up to allow
simultaneous microscope access and micrometer-precision probe-tip control
for optoelectronic characterisation of PV devices. An experimental setup
for angle-resolved reflectance was extended to allow broadband illumination
from 380 - 1500 nm across incident angles 0 - 70◦ giving detailed access to the
energy-momentum dispersion of optical modes within nanostructured mate-
rials. Theoretical techniques were developed to examine optical field profiles
within thin-film devices using a range of methods including boundary element
simulations, finite-difference time-domain, and classical analysis (Chapter 5).
A four-fold enhancement of power conversion efficiency is observed in
nanovoid organic solar cells compared to identically-prepared flat cells (Chap-
ter 6), due largely to an increase in Jsc. Angle resolved reflectance shows clear
excitation of surface plasmon resonance on plain silver nanovoids with the
onset of localised modes present when coated with organic PV polymers.
The efficiency enhancement in nanovoid cells is shown to be primarily due
to these strong localized plasmon resonances of the nanovoid geometry, with
close agreement in angle-resolved reflectance between experiment and theo-
retical simulations. Theoretical modelling suggests a mechanism for spatially
separating colour with sub-wavelength plasmonic nanostructures.
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Ultrathin amorphous silicon solar cells were fabricated with varying Al:ZnO
spacer layers on nanovoids and randomly textured silver substrates alongside
flat silver as a reference (Chapter 7). A 20 % enhancement of cell efficiency is
observed for nanovoid solar cells compared to flat, but with optimisation of
the spacer layer, randomly textured silver allows for an even greater enhance-
ment of up to 50 %. The coupling to optical modes is found to sensitively de-
pend on substrate geometry; the broad plasmonic resonances of silver-coated
randomly textured glass benefit from larger optical thicknesses supporting
enhanced scattering within the device. Angle-resolved reflectance and pho-
tocurrent measurements allow identification of the coupling mechanisms of
light with varying spacer layer thickness, highlighting the importance of this
separation of absorbing and plasmonic layers.
The analytical expression for the balance of surface plasmon absorption
between a semiconductor and metal yields practical design principles for
thin film solar cells (Chapter 8). Amorphous silicon, GaAs, and c-Si ratios
show decreasing semiconductor absorption for higher energies and near their
bandgap edge, with crystalline silicon showing particularly strong parasitic
metal absorption for much of the visible spectrum. CdTe, CIGS and organic
polymers are found to absorb more than ∼80 % of the plasmonic near-field
across their absorbing spectrum. These results enable us to predict the mate-
rials for which plasmonic near-field excitation will be beneficial to absorption
enhancement (CdTe, CIGS and organic polymers), and where plasmonic sub-
strates should be harnessed more for increased scattering (a-Si:H, GaAs and
c-Si). This strong material dependence can be mediated via the thickness
and refractive index of the spacer layer.
Using the design principles gained from theoretical analysis, we describe
three areas of ongoing research: advanced nanovoid concepts of multiple plas-
monics and third generation plasmonic photovoltaics, optimising random sur-
faces concurrently with spacer thickness, and plasmonic pyramid structures
for the rear contact of silicon solar cells.
For the 1.3 billion people in the world currently without access to elec-
tricity, it is hoped this research in some way contributes to the further devel-
opment of a method of electricity generation that can be safe, cost-effective
and environmentally sustainable.
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